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JURISDICTION
The Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Utah Code Ann,
§ 78A-4-103(2)0 and the Supreme Court's July 21, 2009, transfer of this case pursuant to
Rule 41(a) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure to this Court.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES and THE STANDARD OF REVIEW
Issue: Did the trial court improperly grant Summary Judgment dismissing Tooele
Associates' claim that Tooele City breached its obligation under the parties' Development
Agreement, and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, to construct and provide storage
ponds to receive, hold, store and circulate treated wastewater?
Standard of Review: ccWe "review [ ] a trial courts legal conclusions and ultimate
grant or denial of Summary Judgment for correctness . , . view[ing] the facts and all
reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party.'"
Bahrv Irms, 2009 UT App 155,15, 211 P.3d 987 (alterations in original) (quoting Orris v
Johnson, 2008 UT 2, ^ 6, 177 P.3d 600 (citation and internal quotation marks omitted)).
"If a trial court interprets the plain language of a written contract as a matter of law,
c

we accord its construction no particular weight and review its actions under a

correction-of-errorstandard."M?^^

Corp. v Edwzrds, 2002 UT App 16, \

12, 41 P.3d 1142 (quoting Embassy Group v Hatch, 865 P.2d 1366, 1369 (Utah Ct. App.
1993)).
Issue Preserved for Appeal: A Notice of Appeal was timely filed. (R 22344-345).
The trial court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order on March 16, 2009. (R 18882900). The trial court's order was certified under Rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure. (R 22320-324).

1

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES and RULES
Rule 56 of the Utah Rule of Civil Procedure, Exhibit 1.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Tooele Associates appeals from section 2 of the trial court's March 16, 2009
Memorandum Decision and Order which granted Tooele City's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment on Tooele Associates' Storage Lake Claims and denied Tooele Associates' Cross
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Storage Lake Claims. (R 18882-18900, Exhibit 2).
The trial court entered its Memorandum Decision and Order after oral argument and
briefing by the parties.1 At Tooele Ckfs request, the trial court certified section 2 of the
March 16, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order as a final judgment pursuant to Rule
54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure on June 30, 2009. (R 22320-324, Exhibit 3).
Tooele Associates' claims for breach of contract and the covenant of good faith and
fair dealing are based upon the City's failure to meet its obligations under the specific terms
of the Development Agreement which require the City to construct and provide storage
ponds to receive, hold, store and circulate treated wastewater. These ponds were to be used
for the development and irrigation of the Overtake Master Planned Community
("Overtake"), a land development of "massive proportions"2 in Tooele City, Utah. The
backbone of a water reuse system, the ponds are an integrated part of the Overlake Golf
Course and critical to the development of lots surrounding the Golf Course.

1

Tooele City's briefing maybe found at R 14426-458, 14485-867, 15907-954, 1597016441 and 18832-853. Tooele Associates'briefing maybe foundatR 14957-15879,17607-626,
17630-661 and 18785-18831. A transcript of the hearing is located at R 22694.
2

March 16, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order at 3.
2

In granting Summary Judgment and dismissing Tooele Associates' claim, the trial
court determined, as a matter of law, that the Development Agreement "imposes no duty
upon the Qty to maintain the Storage Lakes to a certain designated leakage standard." (R
18898). It based this finding on two grounds: (1) The lack of a contractual obligations for
the Qty to maintain the storage ponds; and (2) the lack of a contractual obligation to
maintain the ponds to a certain leakage capacity. (Id) In essence, the trial court found that
the Development Agreement did not impose any continuing duty upon the Qty in relation to
the ponds. Rather it obligated the Qty to construct and pay for the ponds, nothing more.
(Id) Second, the trial court held that even if the Development Agreement did impose an
ongoing duty on the Qty in relation to the storage ponds, compliance with that ongoing duty
cannot be enforced because the Development Agreement does not specify the leakage
standard to which the ponds must be maintained. (Id and R. 18896-97).
Tooele Associates asserts that the trial court erred in its interpretation of the
Development Agreement. The storage ponds are part of a larger water treatment and re-use
system that was designed to put treated wastewater to a productive use and save precious
culinary water. This is a system for which the parties specifically bargained in the
Development Agreement. The Development Agreement's water re-use provisions indicate
that the Qty was under a continuing duty to provide storage ponds that were capable of
receiving, holding, storing and circulating water so that it could be saved and used for
irrigation in furtherance of the re-use plan. The Qty failed to comply with its obligation to
provide functioning storage ponds, resulting in the loss of hundreds of millions of gallons of
water per year and unsightly non-functional ponds. Accordingly, Tooele Associates requests
that the Summary Judgment in favor of the Qty be reversed.
3

STATEMENT OF FACTS
A

Background

Overlake is located in Tooele City, Utah. Overlake is a mixed-used community of
approximately 2,941 acres, designed to include at build-out approximately 7,500 residential
units, as well as multi-family housing, commercial development, parks, schools and various
other amenities. (R 14500-553). It includes the 18-hole championship-level Links at
Overlake Golf Course. (R 14516). Situated around the Overlake Golf Course are the
seventeen wastewater storage ponds which are the subject of this appeal. (R 15868, Exhibit
B to the Development Agreement, Exhibit 4). The City constructed a new wastewater
treatment plant near the Golf Course on 30 acres of land that Tooele Associates donated to
the City. (R 14511, 15868). The secondary water discharged from the waste water treatment
plant is of high quality and is safe for irrigation. (R 15498 & 17652).
The Golf Course, the storage ponds and the City's wastewater treatment plant are
located in the north-western portion of Overlake. (R 14537). The storage ponds are to
receive treated wastewater the treatment plant produces and store that treated effluent so that
it maybe utilized for irrigation. The treated effluent is to be used for irrigation of the Golf
Course and distributed through a secondary water system to irrigate lawns of residences,
parks, the Golf Course, a baseball field, schools, park strips, etc. (R 14509).
The entire point of storing and distributing the secondary water from the waste water
treatment plant was to reduce the need for utilizing culinary water for outdoor irrigation.
(R 17653). Without the secondary water, culinary water in the desert town of Tooele City
would be used to irrigate the parks, lawns and Golf Course in Overlake. (Id) This is why

4

the federal government funded a large portion of the project: to save drinking water.
(R17657).
On December 18,1996, Tooele Associates and Tooele Gty entered into a
Development Agreement, which defined the parties' contractual obligations in relation to
Overlake. (R 14500-522, Exhibit 5). The very specific language of the Development
Agreement required the Gty to construct and provide seventeen storage ponds to "receive,"
"hold," "store" and "circulate" treated wastewater so that it could be used for irrigation. (R
14514, 14511 and 14500). The Gty constructed the storage ponds but, unfortunately,
because of the Gty's negligence, the ponds leak massive amounts of water, failing to receive,
hold, store and circulate treated water in amounts sufficient to implement the re-use plan. (R
15021-73,15412-51 and 15499-500).
Tooele Associates sued the Gty over a limited issue relating to impact fees in 2002.
(R 208). Expansive litigation erupted between the parties in early 2004 when the Gty filed
an extensive Counterclaim accusing Tooele Associates of materially breaching the
Development Agreement and seeking its termination. (R 333-336 and 343-541). Tooele
Associates responded with its own claims for breach of the Development Agreement. (R
3756-3833). This appeal concerns a narrow claim in that massive lawsuit: Tooele Associates'
claims that the Gty breached the Development Agreement and the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing by, among other things, "failing to provide, repair and maintain seventeen
wastewater storage lakes which function properly and do not leak beyond applicable
specifications and industry standards." (R 13449 1129(a)-(c), 13452 1132 and 13453 1139).
These claims were the subject of cross-motions for partial Summary Judgment. (R 14426-

5

427 and R 15008-11). The trial court granted the City's motion and entered Summary
Judgment against Tooele Associates' storage pond claims. (R 18882-18900).
B.

The City's Contractual Obligation to Cons truct and Provide Storage Ponds
that Receive, Hold, Store and Circulate Water

The specific terms of the Development Agreement require the City to construct and
provide storage ponds to receive, hold, store and circulate treated wastewater. The
wastewater storage ponds are part of Overlake's water and sewer service facilities. (R 14507512). According to the Development Agreement, treated wastewater produced by the Gty's
new wastewater treatment plant was to be directed to the ponds and stored for use in
irrigating the Overlake Golf Course and other areas of the Overlake Project Area. (Id, R
14514 f VII.2.D). There are three sections of the Development Agreement which deal
directly with the storage ponds: Sections VII.2.D, VL1.B and V.l.E. (R 14514, 14511 and
14500, Exhibit 5). Section VII.2.D of the Development Agreement required the City to
construct and provide storage ponds required to receive and hold water and notes the ponds
are necessary to provide sewer and irrigation service to the Overlake Project Area:
D.
Overlake Participation in Off-Site Road Facilities. In
recognition and consideration that the City will be required to
construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons, to be
provided at a cost to the City and required to receive and hold
treated wastewaterfromthe new wastewatertreatmentplant
and necessary to provide sewer service and treated wastewater
from the new wastewater treatment plan, and necessary to provide
sewer service and treated wastewater for irrigation purposes to the
Overlake Project Area, Tooele Associates will participate with
the city to provide off-site transportation improvements
(R 14514 § VII.2.D) (emphasis added). As noted, these obligations of the City served as
consideration for some of Tooele Associates7 own obligations under the Development
Agreement. (Id)

6

Pursuant to Section VI.l.B, the Qty was to design, construct and pay for all storage
ponds required to receive treatment plant effluent:
B. Construction of New Wastewater Treatment Plant. The Qty
will pursue the design and construction of a new wastewater
treatment plant, located as generally identified in Exhibit B. The
City shall bear all costs associated with the design and
construction of the new wastewater treatment plant,
including advanced treatment facilities and all storage ponds
required to receive treatment plant effluent If the Qty does
not construct a wastewater treatment plant, on the area provided
for this purpose by Tooele Associates, the ownership of this area
shall revert to Tooele Associates.
(R. 14511 § VL1.B) (emphasis added).
Finally, Section V.l.E notes that the storage ponds were constructed to store and
circulate treated wastewater and are a part of the secondary water system facilities, but are
specifically not to be owned, operated or maintained by Tooele Associates:
All facilities necessary to provide a secondary water system for
irrigation purposes to all Use Areas, installed by Tooele Associates
and within the Overlake Project Area, shall be owned, operated
and maintained by Tooele Associates. The secondary water
system facilities owned, operated, and maintained by Tooele
Associates shall not include the following facilities; the existing
Qty wastewater treatment plant, the new Qty Wastewater
treatment plant, any advanced wastewater treatment facilities, any
interceptor or collection facilities carrying wastewater from the
existing plant to the new wastewater treatment plant, all ponds
constructed to store and circulate treated wastewater, and all
facilities for the distribution of treated wastewater between
storage ponds.
(R 14500, § V.1.E) (emphasis added).
C

City's Contractual Obligation to Provide Storage Ponds Meeting a Specific
Leakage Standard

The Land Application Agreement/Funding Agreement ("Land Application
Agreement") between Tooele Associates and the Qty preceded the Development
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Agreement, which had been executed earlier but which was specifically incorporated into the
Development Agreement as "Exhibit N," imposes a specific seepage standard on the ponds.
(R 14545-53, Exhibit 7 & R 14519). The Land Application Agreement requires the City to
meet all Federal and State of Utah Division of Water Quality laws and regulations related to
the operation and maintenance of the wastewater treatment facility up to the point of
discharge, which includes the storage ponds:
ARTICLE I
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE WATER
REGULATIONS
1-1

The CITY shall comply with all applicable Federal and
State of Utah Division of Water Quality laws and
regulations related to the operation and maintenance of the
wastewater treatment facility and discharge of wastewater
effluent to ASSOCIATES.

Land Application Agreement, 1 (R 14546 at 11-4).
ARTICLE IV
POINT OF DISCHARGE
4-1

"Point of discharge" shall be defined as the point at which
the treated effluent leaves City property and enters
property owned by Associates.

(R 14549 at 14-1).
The storage ponds are the City's property and Tooele Associates did not own,
operate or maintain them (R 14510 at § V.l.E). Thus, pursuant to the Development
Agreement, so long as the City directs treated wastewater to the storage ponds, the City has
an obligation "to meet all Federal and State of Utah Division of Water Quality laws and
regulations.'7 (R 14546 at 11 - 4).

8

The State of Utah requires that the storage ponds' liners meet a seepage standard of
no more than 1 x 10'6 centimeters per second. As set forth in a letter from the Division of
Water Quality to the G t y
The acceptability of the lake liner construction is governed by two
separate criteria. The first is the Revised Construction Permit
issued by the Division of Water Quality on December 22, 1998.
Condition 4 of this permit states that the potential impacts of the
reuse project to ground water would be considered de minimus
and a groundwater permit would not be required if the
construction of the facility met State of Utah design requirements.
R-317-3-13E, Utah Administrative Code, requires that the
hydraulic conductivity of the constructed lake liner not
exceed 1.0 x 10-6 cm/sec as demonstrated by field and
laboratory tests-3
(K 18827-28, Exhibit 8 and 18831) (emphasis added).
In fact, the design specifications for the storage ponds specifically note the
applicability of this State requirement: "Seepage Allowance Tolerance: Hydraulic
conductivity of the lake bottoms and slopes as constructed shall be such that it meets the
requirements stated under R317-6 of the Utah Division of Environmental Quality
Administrative Rules/' (K 16055).
The hydraulic conductivity standard imposed by the State of Utah is a velocity
measurement, that converts to a velocity of .034 inches per day. (K 18801-2). As noted by

3

The citation to Utah Administrative Code "R 317-3-13E" in the Division's letter
appears to be a typo, as such a section never has existed. Utah Administrative Code K 317-310(E)(2) (1997), is the section which imposes the seepage standard:
Hydraulic conductivity of the lagoon bottom as constructed or
installed, shall be such that it meets the requirements of ground
water discharge permit issues under R317-6 (Ground Water
Quality Protection rules). It shall not exceed 1.0 x 106
centimeters per second.
(K 18820 if E, Exhibit 9) (emphasis added).
9

the engineers that designed the ponds, Forsgren Associates, Inc., this State requirement
imposed a maximum allowable water loss requirement (excluding evaporation) of 1/4 inch
per day. (K 15029 and 15458-460).4
Consequently, the Development Agreement, via the incorporated Land Application
Agreement, imposes a specific seepage standard on the ponds, limiting hydraulic conductivity
to 1.0 x 10"6 cm/sec, or a total seepage of 1/4 inch per day.
D.

Construction of the Ponds and Delay In Their Actual Use

The Q t / s failure to maintain the ponds after they were constructed caused them to
leak. On behalf of the City, Forsgren Associates, Inc. ("Forsgren") designed and Ames
Construction, Inc. ("Ames") constructed the seventeen wastewater storage ponds. (R
14447-48). Construction of the storage ponds was completed from January through April of
1999. (R. 15416). The City required Ames to re-work Ponds 5 and 6 until permeability tests
were met in September 1999. (R. 15030).
The City's new treatment plant began operations in April 2000 and first directed water
into the ponds in May 2000. (K 15031). During the first winter of operation (2000-2001)
Ponds 1-4 and 13-17 received were filled. (Id) The other ponds, if ever filled, were not
filled until later. (Id) Consequently, there was a period of several months, following
construction and prior to the ponds being placed into use, during which the ponds remained
dry. (K 15031-32, 5416 & 15014). The storage ponds' massive, excess leakage and loss of
water is the result of several factors. Principal among those factors is the drying, dessication
and cracking of the ponds' liners in the period following construction and preceding the

4

Forsgren and the Qty actually adopted a more stringent leakage standard of 1/8 inch
per day. (R. 15029).
10

commencement of water inflow from the treatment plant. (R 15031-32, 15435). This, of
course, is the Ckfs fault, an inference to which Tooele Associates is entitled on Summary
Judgment.
E,

The Storage Ponds' Exhibited Massive Leakage from the Day They First
Received Water: They Have Never "Held" or "Stored" Water As Required
by the Development Agreement and Necessary for Re-Use of the Water

The ponds leaked excessively when they were first put into use. Forsgren monitored
the ponds as they received water for the first time and excessive leakage was noted
immediately. (R 15031 and 15483). During the second year of pond operation, the ponds
continued to lose water at an excessive rate. (R 15031 and 15435). Consequently, the ponds'
inability to "receive and hold" and "store and circulate" treated wastewater was observed
from the very beginning. (R 15031,15483,15435, and 15798-803).
The Qty commissioned both Forsgren and AMEC Earth and Environmental
("AMEC) to investigate the ponds' excessive leakage. (R 15021-73, 15412-51, 15456-57,
15465-66, 15474-83). Both Forsgren and AMEC, acting on behalf of the City, extensively
investigated the ponds and determined that they leak well beyond their design criteria,
resulting in massive losses of water. (R 15021-73 and 15412-51). Forsgren concluded that
"[w]ater losses resulting from leakage or seepage are in excess of the [storage ponds'] design
criteria." (R 15031). In particular, Forsgren observed actual excess water loss in the storage
ponds of millions of gallons per day and found that if completely filled, the storage ponds
conservatively would have excess water loss of 4,836,145 gallons per day. (R 15037). AMEC
found that the storage ponds' "actual permeability was much higher than the original values
obtained during construction." (R 15435). Figure 13 on page 21 of the AMEC report notes
the findings that each of the ponds leak more than their design standard, many at a factor
11

significantly higher than the design standard. (R 15434). The figure does not account for
Pond Nos. 5, 8 and 9 because they "have had either no or too little water for the leakage rate
to be estimated." (R. 15435). AMECsummarized:
Presently, 7 (Ponds 5 through 11) of the 17 ponds do not hold
water and 5 of the remaining ponds exhibit excessive leakage. To
date, it has not been possible to direct water to 2 of the 17 ponds
(Ponds 8 and 9) due to excessive seepage. Ponds 12 through 17
exhibit the lowest levels of leakage.
(R. 15416).
Tooele Associates hired its own water engineering expert, Jim Riley, to investigate the
level of excess leakage in the ponds. (K 15486-769, 18798-802). Mr. Riley calculated the
minimum amount of excess leakage from the ponds utilizing actual water inflow figures and
various other data. (R. 15498-99). He concluded that the storage ponds are leaking nearly
500,000,000 gallons per year in excess of the 1/4 inch per day allowable leakage requirement:
The wastewater ponds at the Overlake golf course currently are
seeping up to 1,531 acre-feet annually to the ground water over the
amount of water that the ponds were designed to seep. 1,531
acre-feet is 498,843,893 gallons per year that is allowed to
seep into the groundwater that could be recovered, which is
approximately the same amount of water that could be utilized to
serve 1,531 families with the average of 1 acre-foot per year per
family. This amount of water will continue to increase as the
population of Tooele Gty increases.
(& 15499-500) (emphasis added).5
The storage ponds have never been filled to capacity, or even close to their capacity.
(K 18796). Two ponds, Nos. 8 and 9, never have stored treated wastewater. (R. 18796-797,

5

Mr. Riley's calculations tell us the minimum amount of water that must be leaking from
the ponds in excess of their design criteria, but they do not and cannot tell us how much water
the ponds have actually held or stored. (R. 15499, 19799-801,18805-808).
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18801, and 18810-813). Pond No. 9 has never received or stored any treated wastewater. (R
18797). Pond No. 8 received wastewater on only one occasion, when the Gty requested
Tooele Associates to fill it up. (R 18797). On that occasion the pond was filled to capacity,
but was empty within four days due to seepage. (Id) Pond Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 11 occasionally
receive treated wastewater but they never have held or stored such water in any meaningful
amount or for any meaningful period of time. (Id)
The ponds' massive excess leakage and loss of water is the result of several factors.
Principal among those factors is the drying, dessication and cracking of the ponds' liners in
the period following construction and preceding the commencement of water inflow from
the treatment plant. (R 15031-32, 15435). Other factors include erosion, subsurface damage
caused by the excess leakage, and poor compaction and backfill around transfer structures.
(Id and & 15436). Photographs of the ponds' compromised liners maybe seen in the
Forsgren Report. (R 15041-54, Exhibit 10). Other photographs of the leaking ponds may
also be seen in the record. (R 15765-769, Exhibit 9 & 18810-813, Exhibit 11).
It was the City's exclusive duty to manage the start-up, operation and maintenance of
its storage ponds. (R 14510, 15835-36, 15454,15838-39,15844-46, 15850-52). It was
provided with an Operations and Maintenance Manual for the Tooele City Wastewater
Treatment Facility, which contained instructions on the operation and maintenance of the
storage ponds. (R 15854-62, 15484, 15847-48). The City ignored and neglected to manage
the start-up, operation and maintenance of its storage ponds, failing to keep the ponds' liners
moist from the time construction was finished until the ponds began to receive water from
the treatment plant. (R 15454-55, 15788-93, 15796-802,15469, 15032, 15435).
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F.

Tooele Associates5 Injury

The faulty storage ponds negatively impact the value and ambiance of the Golf
Course, the golfing experience provided by the course to its customers, and the value and
ambiance of the other real property adjacent to the ponds. (R 15772 and 15773-775).
Further, although the ponds have been able to support irrigation of the Golf Course, they
could not support any additional use, such as the irrigation of other areas of Overlake per the
Development Agreement's re-use provisions. (R 15499).
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
If a resident of Overlake can utilize perfectly safe secondary water from the
wastewater treatment plant rather than culinary water to water their lawn, everyone benefits.
Reading the Development Agreement as a whole reveals, as one of the ultimate goals of the
parties, the use of the secondary water from the waste water treatment plant to replace
culinary water for the purposes of outdoor irrigation: watering lawns, parks, the Golf Course,
schools, etc. This would save millions of gallons of culinary water every year,, a win-win
situation for the developer and for a desert-community, Tooele City.
In addition to this important, environmentally-friendly aspect of the Development
Agreement, the storage ponds - a critical element of the reuse system - served the important
aesthetic aspects for the Overlake project: water hazards for the Golf Course and water
features for the lots surrounding the Golf Course.
Unfortunately, the City allowed the liners of the storage ponds to dry out, causing
them to crack The storage ponds leaked profusely, many of them never holding water from
the very first day they were placed into service. This destroyed the pragmatic and aesthetic
purposes of the storage ponds detailed in the Development Agreement. The language of the
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Development Agreement requires the Qty to "construct and provide storage ponds"
designed to receive, hold, store and circulate treated wastewater so that it may be used for
irrigation. The Qty has never done so.
Instead, the Qty contends, and the trial court agreed, that City's storage pond duties
were limited to a one-time, build-pay-and-forget, obligation. That is an inappropriately
narrow view of the Development Agreement, which fails to harmonize and give meaning to
its various requirements concerning the storage ponds. The trial court's entry of Summary
Judgment in favor of the Qty should be reversed. In light of the uncontradicted evidence
concerning the ponds' leakage, the case should be remanded for entry of judgment in Tooele
Associates' favor. Alternatively, if the Court finds that there is an issue of fact concerning
whether the Qty met its contractual duties in relation to the storage ponds, the case should
be remanded for trial.
ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE STORAGE PONDS LEAK MASSIVELY AND
CANNOT SERVE THEIR PURPOSE AS AN INTEGRAL
PART OF A WATER TREATMENT AND RE-USE
SYSTEM
A.

The Storage Ponds arc a Vital Part of the Overlake Development and Its
Water Treatment and Re-Use System

As set forth in Section V and VI of the Development Agreement, the Overlake
wastewater storage ponds were meant to serve a specific purpose. (R 14507-512). They are
an integral part of a larger water treatment and re-use system. They are designed to receive,
hold, store and circulate treated wastewater so that it may be used for irrigation. Further,
they were meant to have a symbiotic relationship with the Overlake Golf Course and the lots
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that would be developed around the Golf Course. Interpreting the Development Agreement
in a fashion that discounts the ponds' specific purposes and allows the Gty to escape liability
for the catastrophic failure of the ponds to meet those purposes strips the Development
Agreement of meaning and deprives Tooele Associates of the benefits of its bargain with the
Gty. Overlake was planned, under the Development Agreement, to be a massive mixed-use
development containing approximately 7,500 homes as well as multi-family housing,
commercial development, parks, schools and various other amenities. (R. 14537-38, 15868).
Additionally, the Development Agreement provides for a unique wastewater treatment and
re-use system. (R. 14507-512). The City constructed a new wastewater treatment plant on
30 acres, donated by Tooele Associates, at the northern edge of the project. (R. 14511). The
treated effluent from that plant is pumped into the seventeen wastewater storage ponds. (K
14511). The storage ponds store and circulate the treated wastewater so that it maybe
utilized for irrigation of the Golf Course, and transported for irrigation of other areas of the
Overlake project through a secondary water system. (R. 14510-511 & 14514). In fact,
Tooele Associates was obligated by the Development Agreement to purchase all of the
treated wastewater generated by the plant and use it for irrigation. (K 14509). There should
be no doubt as to the importance of the ponds as a vital link in this water treatment and reuse system. The Development Agreement specif ically notes that the ponds are "necessary to
provide sewer service and treated wastewater for irrigation purposes to the Overlake Project
Area." (R. 14514).
The storage ponds have a symbiotic relationship with the Links at Overlake Golf
Course. As required by the Development Agreement, Tooele Associates constructed the
Golf Course at the northern end of the project. (R. 14516, 14537). The storage ponds are
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located around the Course; they serve as water hazards and add ambiance to the Course. (R.
15773-731). The Course is irrigated with the water stored in the ponds. (R. 14509). Single
family lots are slated to be developed around the Golf Course and ponds.6
The storage ponds also exist to serve Overlake's secondary water system. The
Development Agreement required Tooele Associates to construct this system to take water
stored in the ponds and transport it for irrigation of the residential and other areas of the
project. (K 14508-510). As documented in Amendment No. 4 to the Development
Agreement, the City later purchased the secondary water system from Tooele Associates for
$1,093,719. (R. 16322-326, Exhibit 6).
The entire purpose of the storage ponds, as laid out in Section V and VI of the
Development Agreement, was to allow the treated wastewater to be put to productive use by
beautifying and irrigating the Golf Course and irrigating the rest of the development through
the secondary water system. Re-use of the secondary water for outdoor irrigation drastically
reduces the development's use of culinary water. The water-saving nature of the re-use
system allowed the City to obtain federal funding to build the storage ponds. (K 16322,
17657-58).
The Development Agreement's water treatment and re-use provisions make no sense
whatsoever if they are interpreted as allowing the City to have constructed the ponds with no
thought or responsibility as to their actual and continual use as a functional part of this
symbiotic system. The whole reason the ponds were constructed was so that the treated

6

Exhibit B to the Development Agreement depicts the single family lot use areas around
the Golf Course and ponds. (R. 15868, Exhibit 4). Exhibit L to the Development Agreement
shows the phasing of the development of the lots around the Golf Course and Ponds. (R. 924,
Exhibit 12 - the Exhibit is a color copy of R. 924, which was mis-copied in the record).
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wastewater would not simply be flushed away into the aquifer or the Great Salt Lake, but
rather so that it could be beneficially re-used. Unfortunately, the ponds leak to such a
massive extent that nearly 500 million gallons of water a year is simply lost as it drains into
the aquifer. That is not the result envisioned by the Development Agreement and bargained
for by Tooele Associates in entering into that Agreement.
B,

The Storage Ponds Do Not Meet Their Intended Function of Storing
Treated Wastewater for Productive Use

From day-one, the ponds have suffered from a catastrophic inability to actually
receive, hold, store and circulate water in the manner envisioned by the Development
Agreement's re-use provisions. These facts form the backdrop of Tooele Associates' storage
pond claims and the arguments made in this appeal. Of course, this Court should 'View the
facts and all reasonable inferences drawn therefrom in the light most favorable to" Tooele
Associates. Surety Undermiters v E & C Trucking Inc., 2007 UT 71, \ 37, 10 P.3d 338. Most,
if not all, of the facts relating to the storage ponds' massive leakage were not contested in the
trial court proceedings.
The facts relating to the storage ponds' leakage are comprehensively set forth in
Paragraph D of the Facts section, above. In summary, after the City commissioned them to
investigate the ponds' leakage, Forsgren and Ames found that every single pond failed to
meet the required seepage standard of 1/4" per day. (R 15021-73, 15412-51, 15456-57,
15465-66, & 15474-83)7 In fact, the ponds had failed to meet this standard from their first
instance of actual use. (R 15031 & 15483). Tooele Associates' expert determined that the

7

Neither Forsgren or AMEC conducted any seepage tests on pond nos. 5, 8 and 9
because those ponds had not received or stored treated wastewater at the time AMEC did its
report. (R 15040 & 15047).
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storage ponds leak at least 498,843,893 gallons more than allowed under a seepage standard
of 1/4" per day. (R. 15499-500).
The storage ponds have never been filled to capacity, or even close. (K 18796). Two
ponds - Nos. 8 and 9 - never stored treated wastewater. (R. 18796-797,18801 & 1881013). Pond No. 9 never received or stored any wastewater. (R. 18797). Pond No. 8 received
wastewater on only one occasion, when Drew Hall was instructed by the Gty to fill it up.
(K 18797). On that occasion, Pond No. 8 was filled and leaked all of its water in a matter of
days. (Id) At least four more ponds never have held or stored water in any meaningful
amount. (Id) Photographs of the ponds' compromised liners maybe seen in the Forsgren
Report. (R. 15041-54, Exhibit 10). Other photographs of the leaking ponds may also be seen
in the record. (R. 15765-769, Exhibit 9 & 18810-813, Exhibit 11).
As more fully set forth in Point II, below, the Court should harmonize the various
provisions of Section V and VI of the Development Agreement, with an eye toward giving
each and all of them meaning and effect. The trial court's finding that the Development
Agreement required the City only to construct and pay for the ponds, with no continuing
duty to ensure they functioned and served their purpose, fails to find such harmony. Rather,
it renders the entire re-use concept laid out in the Development Agreement meaningless.
Tooele Associates did not bargain for the creation of unsightly weed and mud-filled holes
near its Golf Course and proximate to its upscale residential lots. Tooele Associates did not
agree to its expensive responsibilities in constructing portions of the water treatment and reuse system, only to see vast amounts of re-usable water simply drain away. To suggest
otherwise, contravenes not only the express provisions and purposes of the Development
Agreement, but also the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
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The Development Agreement places a continuing duty upon the Qty to provide
storage ponds that actually receive, hold, store and circulate water so that it maybe
beneficially utilized. Further, the covenant of good faith and fair dealing req[uires that the
City meet that obligation reasonably and in good faith. At the very least, there is a dispute of
material facts concerning whether or not the Qty met its obligations under the Development
Agreement to provide storage ponds.
POINT II
THE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT'S STORAGE
POND PROVISIONS, READ TOGETHER AND
H A R M O N I Z E D , IMPOSE A C O N T I N U I N G
OBLIGATION ON THE CITY TO PROVIDE STORAGE
PONDS THAT RECEIVE, HOLD, STORE and
CIRCULATE WATER
The City's storage pond duties were not limited to a one-time, build-pay and-forget,
obligation. Rather, the Development Agreement's storage pond provisions indicate the City
had a continuing duty to actually provide storage ponds that serve their intended purposes.
The law of contract interpretation in Utah provides that the Development Agreement
should be interpreted in a manner that reflects and effectuates the parties' intent, as
embodied in the Agreement's unambiguous plain language. See TomHeal Comm RealEstatey
Inc. v Oierton, 2005 UT App 257, ^ 8,116 P.3d 965 (citations omitted). The provisions of the
Development Agreement should be harmonized, considering "each contract provision . . . in
relation to all of the others, with a view toward giving effect to all and ignoring none." Cafe
RtOy Ire v LarkirirGifford-Oierton, LLQ 2009 UT 27,125, 207 P.3d 1235 (ellipses in original)
(quotations omitted).
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The trial court's interpretation of the Development Agreement is given no deference
and is reviewed for correctness. SeeKirrhzU v Campbell, 699 P.2d 714, 716 (Utah 1985) ("If a
trial court interprets a contract as a matter of law, we accord its construction no particular
weight, reviewing its action under a correctness standard.").
A.

There Are Three Development Agreement Provisions Addressing the
Storage Ponds

There are three sections of the Development Agreement which directly address the
storage ponds: Sections VII.2.D, VI.l.B and V.2.E. (K 14514, 14511 and 14510).
1.

Section VIL2.D Of the Development Agreement Requires The City
to Construct and Provide Storage Ponds Required to Receive and
Hold Water So that It Could be Used for Irrigation

Section VII.2.D states the Ckfs duties in relation to the storage ponds and notes that
those duties serve as consideration for some of Tooele Associates' own obligations:
In recognition and consideration that the City will be required to
construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons, to be provided
at a cost to the City and required to receive and hold treated
wastewater from the new wastewater treatment plant, and
necessary to provide sewerservice and treated wastewater for
irrigation purposes to the Overtake Project Area, Tooele
Associates will participate with the City to provide required off-site
transportation improvements, including required improvements to
1000 North Street. Tooele Associates shall reimburse the City for
the total cost incurred by the Gty to design, construct, and equip
all storage ponds and lagoons, located in the Overlake Project
Area. Such reimbursement shall be made according to a
reasonable schedule, as determined by the City, for City
transportation and road construction projects and/or City bond
obligations related to financing of the wastewater treatment plant
and storage ponds.
(R. 14514) (emphasis added).
This section indicates that the Gty is required to construct and provide storage ponds,
reflecting the fact that the City's contractual duties do not end with the mere construction of
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the ponds. Rather, the City's must provide the storage ponds as well. Next, the section
requires that the ponds actually receive and hold treated wastewater, which is necessary to
provide sewer service and treated wastewater for irrigation purposes to the Overlake Project
Area. This plain language is indicative of a continuing duty of the Qty to provide storage
ponds to store water for irrigation purposes, not just to the Golf Course, but to the entire
Overlake Project Area.
According to the provisions of § VII.2.D plain language, the City's duty to construct
and provide storage ponds required to receive and hold treated wastewater is the
consideration the Qty provided to Tooele Associates in exchange for Tooele Associates'
own obligations in relation to its participation in off-site road facilities and the secondary
water facilities. "The principle that in order for a contract to be valid and binding, each party
must be bound to give some legal consideration to the other by conferring a benefit upon
him or suffering a legal detriment at his request is firmly implanted in the roots of our law."
Mamallv Oyler, 361 P.2d 177, 178 (Utah 1961). Accordingly, § VIL2.D's specific recitation
of the consideration the City is to provide is not meaningless: it is a material term at the
heart of the parties' contract.
2.

According to Section V.2.E of the Development Agreement The
Storage Ponds Should Store and Circulate Water

Section V.2.E of the Development Agreement provides that the secondary water
facilities owned, operated and maintained by Tooele Associates would not include "all ponds
constructed to store and circulate treated wastewater...." (R 14510) (emphasis added).
This Section provides unambiguous confirmation, within the four corners of the
Development Agreement, that the purpose and function of the storage ponds is in fact to
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"store and circulate treated wastewater." Moreover, this section acknowledges that, while the
ponds are part of the Project Area's secondary water facilities, Tooele Associates does not
own them and is not responsible for their maintenance.
3.

Section VI. 1.B of the Development Agreement Obligates the City to
Design, Construct and Pay for All Required Storage Ponds

Section VI.l.B designates the "storage ponds" to receive and store water. It provides:
B. Construction of New Wastewater Treatment Plant. The City
will pursue the design and construction of a new wastewater
treatment plant, located as generally identified in Exhibit B. The
City shall bear all costs associated with the design and
construction of the new wastewater treatment plant,
including advanced treatment facilities and all storage ponds
required to receive treatment plant effluent. If the City does
not construct a wastewater treatment plant, on the area provided
for this purpose by Tooele Associates, the ownership of this area
shall revert to Tooele Associates.
(R 14511) (emphasis added).
This provision designates the ponds as "storage ponds," indicating that they were to
receive and store water. Further, this provision requires that the City construct "all storage
ponds required to receive treatment plant effluent," not some of the ponds. Id (emphasis
added).
The trial court found, in essence, that this is the only section of the Development
Agreement directed to the City's storage pond obligations, that it requires the City only to
construct and pay for the ponds, and that it does not place any continuing duty upon the City
to maintain the ponds or provide ponds that meet a leakage criteria. (R. 18898). Thus,
according to the City and the trial court, the City completed its storage pond obligations
when it built and paid for the ponds. Under this reasoning, the storage ponds were a onetime obligation and events occurring after the day the ponds were constructed simply do not
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matter. This is an unreasonably narrow interpretation and fails to harmonize Section VI.l.B
with the Agreement's other storage pond provisions, as well as the Agreement as a whole.
Even if the trial court was correct in concluding that only Section VI.l.B governed
the Gty's storage pond obligations, and all the Qty had to do was build and pay for the
ponds without regard to their actual functioning, Summary Judgment against Tooele
Associates' storage pond claims still was inappropriate. The City never met even a one-time
obligation under Section VT.l.B to construct all ponds required to receive treatment plant
effluent because, by the time the ponds were actually put to use, many of them were no
longer capable of serving their purpose. If the Gty's obligation was only to construct and
pay for a turn-key system, it never met that obligation because by the time the key was
turned, the system did not properly operate.
B.

All of the Development Agreement's Storage Pond Provisions Should be
Read Together and Harmonized

The Development Agreement should be interpreted as follows:
Under well-accepted rules of contract interpretation, we look to
the language of the contract to determine its meaning and the
intent of the contracting parties. We also consider each contract
provision . . . in relation to all of the others, with a view toward
giving effect to all and ignoring none. Where the language within
the four corners of the contract is unambiguous, the parties'
intentions are determined from the plain meaning of the
contractual language, and the contract may be interpreted as a
matter of law.
Flores v Earmhaw, 2009 UT App 90,18, 209 P.3d 428 (quoting Cafe Rio, 2009 UT 6 (citations
and quotations omitted).
Moreover, the storage pond provisions of the Development Agreement should be
read together and harmonized, both with each other and with the Development Agreement's
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other terms. "[I]t is axiomatic that a contract should be interpreted so as to harmonize all of
its provisions and all of its terms, which terms should be given effect if it is possible to do
so." LDS Hosp v Capitol Life Ins. Co., 765 P.2d 857, 858 (Utah 1988). The Court should
"look for a reading that harmonizes the provisions and avoids rendering any provision
meaningless." Emm Utah, LLCv Fluor Arm Kraenzr, LLQ 2009 UT 7,1f 28, 210 P.3d 263
(emphasis added). ''Thus, to harmonize the provisions of a contract, cwe examine the entire
contract and all of its parts in relation to each other and give a reasonable construction of the
contract as a whole to determine the parties1 intent."' Gillrmrv Maoey, 2005 UT App 351, \
19,121 P.3d 57 (citation omitted).
Section VL1.B is not the only section of the Development Agreement that mentions
the obligations of the parties in relation to the storage ponds and the intended purposes of
the storage ponds. It would be improper to look solely to this section, where other sections
contain clear statements and requirements concerning the ponds. The language of Sections
VII.2.D and V.2.E should be read in conjunction with VL1.B. The trial court, however,
looked only to Section VI.l.B to determine the City's storage ponds obligations, and
discounted the plain language of Sections VII.2.D and V.2.E concerning the ponds. That
approach resulted in an inappropriately limited interpretation of the Development
Agreement, which failed to give effect to the plain language of Section VI.l.B, which
indicates the Qty had continuing duties in relation to the ponds. Further, the trial court's
interpretation failed to harmonize other Development Agreement's entire water treatment
and re-use scheme, as set forth in Section V and VI, rendering significant portions of those
provisions, and the re-use plan as a whole, meaningless.
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C

The City's Storage Pond Obligations Were Continuing Obligations

The plain language of Sections VI.l.B, VII.2.D and V.2.E, read together and
harmonized, indicates that the City's contractual duties in relation to the storage ponds are
greater than found by the trial court. The City was to design, construct and pay for all
storage ponds required to receive treatment plan effluent. (R 14511). In exchange for some
of Tooele Associate's own obligations, the City was required to construct and provide
storage ponds and lagoons required to receive and hold treated wastewater and necessary for
the provision of sewer and irrigation services to the Overtake Project Area. (R 14514). The
ponds were constructed to store and circulate treated wastewater and were not to be owned
or maintained by Tooele Associates. (R 14510). A harmonized view of these provisions,
giving meaning to each, is that the City had a duty not only to construct the ponds, but to
provide them, on a continuing basis to receive, hold, store and circulate the treated
wastewater produced by the wastewater treatment plant so that it could be used for irrigation
within the Overlake Project Area.
The individual provisions of the Development Agreement dealing with the storage
ponds should not only be harmonized with one another, they also should be harmonized
with the Development Agreement's other provisions, including the entire re-use concept as
set forth in Sections V and VI. As reflected in the Development Agreement, the parties
planned to make beneficial use of the treated wastewater that would be produced by the
City's new sewage treatment plant. That treated wastewater would be pumped into the
storage ponds, which would store and circulate the water so that it could be utilized to
irrigate the Overlake Golf Course and other areas of Overlake through a secondary water
system. (See Development Agreement §§ V and VI, R 14507-512). The storage ponds could
only serve their role in this system if they actually stored the treated wastewater.
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The Development Agreement's storage pond provisions are essentially rendered
meaningless if all the Qty was required to do was construct and pay for the ponds with no
regard whatsoever for their actual ability to function as storage ponds and no responsibility
for their actual operation as storage ponds. Beginning again with the plain language of the
Development Agreement, the Gty's storage pond obligations were not meant to be simply a
one-time build and forget commitment. Section VII.2.D states, "the Qty will be required to
construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons

" (R. 14514). The use of the term

provide indicates an ongoing obligation.
If the tortuously narrow view of the Development Agreement the Qty applies to the
storage pond provisions is applied to many of the Agreement's other provisions, the
Agreement falls apart. Such a narrow view of the Development Agreement, which does not
consider the interrelated and continuing nature of the parties' obligations, defeats the
Agreement's purpose. For example, "provide" is a term that is used repeatedly within the
Development Agreement and when it uses this term, it usually indicates an ongoing
obligation. The Development Agreement requires the Qty "provide" municipal services
such as sewer service, transportation service, flood control, police protection and other
public facilities to Overlake and its residents. (SeeK. 14510, 14512, 14514, 14515 and
14516, Dev. Agr. §§ VI.LA, VILLA, VIII.LA, IX.1.A, X.1.A and XI.l.A). Obviously, the
requirement that the Qty provide these services was not meant to indicate that if the Qty
provided these services once its contractual obligations were fulfilled. On the contrary, the
Qty was to provide these services on an ongoing basis.
If the Development Agreement's use of unambiguous terms such as receive, hold and
store, or its designation of the ponds as "storage ponds," are not enough, the Development
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Agreement' secondary water provisions, taken together, indicate that the paities intended and
agreed that the storage ponds would be provided by the Qty on an ongoing basis to store
water so that it could be beneficially utilized. The Development Agreement's plain language,
particularly when harmonized, indicates the Qty had an ongoing duty to provide storage
ponds that serve their purpose — storing water.
D.

The Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing Also Requires That the City
Meet Tooele Associates5 Reasonable Expectation That the Storage Ponds
Would Actually Receive and Store Water

Tooele Associates storage pond claims, included a claim for breach of the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. (R 13449-451 and 13453). "The implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing (the covenant) inheres in every contract/' Markhamv Bradley, 2007 UT App
379, f 18, 173 P.3d 865. "Under this covenant,... a party must act consistently with the
agreed common purpose and the justified expectations of the other party." Prime v BearRiwr
Mut Ins. Co., 2002 UT 68 f 27, 56 P.3d 524 (citations and quotations). "It is fundamental
that every contract imposes a duty on the parties to exercise their contractual rights and
perform their contractual obligations reasonably and in good faith." TedR. Bruun& Assoc,
Inc v Carries Corp., 753 P.2d 964, 970 (Utah Ct. App.1988) (emphasis added).
A good example of the covenant's requirement that a party perform its contractual
obligations reasonably and in good faith is found in the seminal case of Otynpus Hills Shopping
Center, Ltd v Smth's Food& DrugCenters, 889 P.2d 445 (Utah Ct. App.), cert, derned, 899 P.2d
1231 (Utah 1995). The lease at issue in that case required Smith's to operate "any lawful
retail selling business" at the Olympus Hills shopping center. Id. at 448. Smith's closed its
Olympus Hills grocery store to avoid competition with its own newly opened grocery store
nearby and in its place opened a "warehouse discount box store." Id. Olympus Hills claimed
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that Smith's actions was a breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Id. 449-50.
Smith's countered that because the lease allowed it to operate any lawful retail business, it
had not breached the lease or the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by substituting a
warehouse store for a grocery store. Id. The trial court sent the issue to the jury which
found that Smith's change in use of the leased premises was a breach of the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing. Id.
On appeal, this Court extensively treated the legal concepts surrounding the covenant
of good faith and fair dealing. The Court noted that Smith's position, taken to the extreme,
"would allow Smith's to set up a cardboard box in the leased space and sell cigars, an action
that would clearly deny Olympus Hills the expected benefit of its bargain." Id at 450. "The
law of good faith and fair dealing, though inexact, attempts a remedy for such abuse." Id
(footnote and citations omitted). Accordingly, the Court held that "a party must exercise
express rights awarded under a contract reasonably and in good faith." Id. at 450. The Court
upheld the trial court's denial of Smith's motions for Summary Judgment and directed
verdict "because reasonable minds could differ concerning whether Smith's operation of the
[warehouse box store] breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing even though
Smith's had the express right to operate any retail selling business in the leased space." Id. at
462.
The facts of this case, viewed In the light most favorable to Tooele Associates, are
that the City failed to properly care for the storage ponds during the period following their
construction and prior to their first use. (K 15031-32, 15435-36). This resulted in the
compromise of the storage ponds' ability to hold water and the ponds, from the time they
were first put into use through the present, leak water at a tremendous rate. (R. 15021-73
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and 15412-51). In fact, the ponds leak as much as 500 million gallons of water per year. (K
15499-500). Consequently, many of the ponds are not used and some of them have never
received or stored water in any appreciable amount. (R 18796-97). While there has been
enough water in the ponds to irrigate the Overlake Golf Course, the ponds do not store
enough water for any other use. (R 15499).
The City's position, which largely was adopted by the trial court, is that these facts are
of no consequence because the Development Agreement obligated the City only to construct
and pay for the storage ponds, which the Qty did. Like Smith's in the Clyrrpis Hills case, the
Qty touts its actions as being in full compliance with a limited reading of one provision of
the contract (in this case Section VI.LB of the Development Agreement). The Ckfs
position, taken to its logical extreme, suggests that the Qty could have built and paid for the
ponds, then diverted the treated wastewater to the Great Salt Lake instead of to the ponds
for storage (which is essentially what the ponds' massive leakage does).
The Qty did not reasonably meet its storage pond obligations by just constructing the
ponds in compliance with its own construction plans and paying the associated bills. The
design and construction of the ponds was not "busy work" which merely had to be
accomplished despite a lack of practical application or purpose. Rather, the ponds are an
integral part of a larger water re-use system, a system which requires storage ponds that
actually store water. Tooele Associates had a reasonable expectation that they would be
utilized and would be fit for their intended purpose. " c Good faith performance or
enforcement of a contract emphasizes faithfulness to an agreed common purpose and
consistency with the justified expectations of the other party.7" Olympus Hills , 889 P.2d at
451 (quoting Restatement (Second) Contract § 205 cmt. a (1979)).
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The City's neglect of the ponds following construction damaged them, resulting in
their fundamental inability to serve their primary purpose of actually storing water. The Qty
breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing by failing to reasonably perform its
contractual storage pond obligations and by ultimately, depriving Tooele Associates its
justified expectations. At the very least, this is an issue that should have gone to the jury.
"[G]ood faith and fair dealing are fact sensitive concepts, and whether there has been a
breach of good faith and fair dealing is a factual issue, generally inappropriate for decision as
a matter of law." RepMvc Gwupy Inc v WonrDoor Corp., 883 P.2d 285, 289 (Utah Ct.
App.1994). "[Reasonable minds could differ concerning whether" the City's actions in
relation to the storage ponds represent good faith compliance with its Development
Agreement obligations. Clympus Hills, 889 P.2d at 462.
E,

The Development Agreement's Sub-Paragraph Headings Cannot Limit or
Erase The Substantive Obligations Set Forth In the Development
Agreement's Actual Terms

The trial court determined that Sections VII.2.D and V.2.E, as a matter of law, do not
impose any contractual duties upon the City because they appear under subsection headings
entitled "Tooele Associates Obligations." (K 18893 and 18895). This appears to be the
reason the trial court did not attempt to harmonize Sections VII.2.D and V.2.E with Section
VI.l.B. According to the trial court, the plain language of Sections VTI.2.D and V.2.E
addressing the requirements for and purposes of the storage ponds has no legal effect upon
the City.
The Development Agreement does follow an organizational pattern under which
most of the major sections are divided into subsections which delineate the City's duties and
Tooele Associates' duties. Certainly, those subsection headings were an organizational tool
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the drafters of the Development Agreement employed. That organization tool, however,
should not be used to override or erase substantive contractual language.
As this Court explained, "[sjimply put, contract headings are more appropriately
regarded as organizational tools than substantive contract provisions. Therefore, while there
is ostensible discord between . . . [a] heading and the substantive obligation beneath it,
because the contract heading is not actually part of the contract, there is no ambiguity/'
McEwznv Mountain Lard Support Ch, 2005 UT App 240, \ 25, 116 P.3d 955. Similarly, in
interpreting a contract, ccc[s]pecif ic terms and exact terms are given greater weight than
general language.5" Docutd Olivetti Corp. v Dick Brady Systems, Inc 731 P.2d 475, 480 (Utah
1986) (quoting Restatement (Second) Contracts § 203(c)).
Sections VII.2.D and V.2.E of the Development Agreement contain specific and
exact terms relating to the storage ponds. Both of those Sections' specific language addresses
the required characteristics of the ponds and the City's duties in relation to the ponds.
Section VTI.2.D in particular places its storage pond language in the context of what the City
is required to do by the contract: "In recognition and consideration that the City will be
required to construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons, to be provided at a cost to the
City and required to receive and hold treated wastewater . . . ." (R 14514). It also notes that
those required obligations of the City serve as consideration for some of Tooele Associates'
own obligations. Section V.2.E describes the ponds as being "constructed to store and
circulate treated wastewater...." (R 14510). The general organizational language of the
subsection headings should not obviate the specific substantive language of those Sections
relating to the storage ponds. Rather, these Sections should be considered and harmonized
with Section VI. LB. The Court's narrow interpretation of the Development Agreement's
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storage pond requirements should be reversed. The Development Agreement indicates that
the Qty had a continuing duty to provide storage ponds that are actually fit for their intended
purpose. At a minimum there is a dispute of material facts concerning whether the Qty met
its Development Agreement obligations and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
POINT III
THE STORAGE PONDS MUST MEET A LEAKAGE
STANDARD OF AT LEAST 1/4 INCH PER DAY OR,
ALTERNATIVELY, W H E T H E R T H E
PONDS
SUFFICIENTLY HOLD WATER WAS AN ISSUE FOR
THE JURY
The second reason the trial court dismissed Tooele Associates' storage pond claims
was its legal finding that, "[e]ven if the Agreement imposed an obligation on the Qty to
maintain the storage lakes for the benefit of Tooele Associates, which it does not, there is no
standard enumerated in the Agreement which would serve as a benchmark to define that
duty/' (R 18896seealsoK 18898).
If the Development Agreement does not impose a specific standard by which one can
detennine whether the storage ponds adequately receive, hold, store and circulate water, then
the issue of whether the ponds do, in fact, receive, hold, store and circulate water, as required
by the Development Agreement, was an issue that only could be resolved at trial.
Alternatively, there is a specific leakage standard with which the ponds must comply that is
imposed by both the Development Agreement and the City's own actions. Under either
scenario, the trial court's decision should be reversed and Tooele Associates' storage pond
claims restored.
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A.

If the Development Agreement Lacks a Water Storage Benchmark, Then
Whether the Storage Ponds Adequately Receive, Hold, Store and Circulate
Water Is a Question That Only Could Be Resolved at Trial

The plain language of the Development Agreement indicates that the storage ponds
were to hold, store and circulate water. If the trial court was correct in finding that the
Development Agreement does not contain an objective standard by which one may adjudge
whether the storage ponds adequately hold, store and circulate water, then the issue of
whether the ponds adequately hold, store and circulate water should have been left to the
jury. "Only when contract terms are complete, clear, and unambiguous can they be
interpreted by the judge on a motion for summary judgment. If the evidence as to the terms
of an agreement is in conflict, the intent of the parties as to the terms of the agreement is to
be determined bythe jury." Colonial Leasing Co. ofNewEn^andv LarsenBms. Constr. Co., 731
P.2d 483, 488 (Utah 1986) (citations omitted).
As noted in Point II.B, below, the Development Agreement does establish a seepage
benchmark which defines the level to which the ponds must hold, store and circulate water.
In the absence of that leakage standard there is a conflict in the evidence as to whether the
contractual requirements for the ponds to hold, store and circulate water have been met.
The City contends that the Development Agreement is satisfied because some of the storage
ponds hold some water. Tooele Associates contends that the Development Agreement is
not satisfied because the storage ponds leak at least a one-half a billion gallons of water a year
- because the ponds neier have been close to full, and because some of the ponds never have
held or stored water in any appreciable amount.
One could say that either interpretation of whether the ponds "store", "hold" and
"circulate" water, as required bythe Development Agreement, is tenably drawn from the
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language of the Agreement.8 Regardless of whether the Development Agreement is
considered to be ambiguous, or simply silent, as to an objective definition of "hold", "store"
and "circulate," only a jury may determine the parties' intent and adjudge whether a breach
occurred. "A contract provision is ambiguous if it is capable of more than one reasonable
interpretation because of uncertain meanings of terms, missing terms, or other facial
deficiencies." Winegar v Frverer Corp., 813 P.2d 104, 108 (Utah 1991). Further, «[w]hen
ambiguity does exist, the intent of the parties is a question of fact to be determined by the
jury." Plateau Min Co. v Utah Dm ofState Lands and Forestry, 802 P.2d 720, 725 (Utah 1990).
B.

The Development Agreement Requires the City to Comply With State
Regulations Which Impose A Specific Leakage Standard of 1/4" Per Day
Upon the Storage Ponds

Prior to entering into the Development Agreement, Tooele Associates and the City
entered into some preliminary contracts. One of those was the Land Application.
(R 14546-553, Exhibit 7). The Land Application Agreement was preserved by and
incorporated into the Development Agreement. Section XIV, page 20, of the D.A. provides,
cc

[t]he Land Application Agreement/Funding Agreement, Exhibit N, is incorporated herein

by reference, and all terms and obligations of said Agreement shall remain in effect, except as
modified by this Agreement." (R 14519).
The Land Application Agreement, in turn, requires the City to meet all Federal and
State of Utah Division of Water Quality laws and regulations related to the operation and

8

Calling the City's position "tenably drawn" from the terms of the Development
Agreement is generous. As previously noted, the Development Agreement required the Qty to
construct "all" storage ponds required to receive the treatment plant effluent and did not make
allowance for the Gty's provision of some ponds, which store only some of the effluent.
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maintenance of the wastewater treatment facility up to the point of discharge, which includes
the storage ponds:
ARTICLE I
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE WATER
REGULATIONS
1-1

The CITY shall comply with all applicable Federal and
State of Utah Division of Water Quality laws and
regulations related to the operation and maintenance of the
wastewater treatment facility and discharge of wastewater
effluent to ASSOCIATES.

(R 14546).
ARTICLE IV
POINT OF DISCHARGE
4-1

"Point of discharge55 shall be defined as the point at which
the treated effluent leaves Gty property and enters
property owned by Associates.

(R 14549).
There is no dispute that the storage ponds are the City's property and are not to be
owned, operated or maintained by Tooele Associates. (R 14510, § V.I.E.). Thus, pursuant
to the Development Agreement, so long as the City directs treated wastewater to the storage
ponds, the City has an obligation "to meet all Federal and State of Utah Division of Water
Quality laws and regulations." (R 14546).
The State of Utah requires that the storage ponds' liners meet a seepage standard of
no more than 1 x 10"6 centimeters per second. As set forth in a letter from the Division of
Water Quality to the City
The acceptability of the lake liner construction is governed by two
separate criteria. The first is the Revised Construction Permit
issued by the Division of Water Quality on December 22, 1998.

Condition 4 of this permit states that the potential impacts of the
reuse project to ground water would be considered derdrinw and
a groundwater permit would not be required if the construction of
the facility met State of Utah design requirements. R-317-3-13E,
Utah A drrinistratiwCoch requires that the hydraulic conductivity of
the constructed lake liner not exceed 1.0 x 106 cm/sec as
demonstrated by field and laboratory tests.9
(R 18827) (emphasis added); see also (R 18831).
The design specifications for the storage ponds specif ically note the applicability of
this State requirement: "Seepage Allowance Tolerance: Hydraulic conductivity of the lake
bottoms and slopes as constructed shall be such that it meets the requirements stated under
R317-6 of the Utah Division of Environmental Quality Administrative Rules." (R 16055).
As noted by Forsgren, this State requirement imposed a maximum allowable water loss
requirement (excluding evaporation) of 1/4 inch per day. (R 15029). The storage ponds
actually were constructed to exceed this standard. (Id and 118831).
Consequently, the Development Agreement, via the incorporated Land Application
Agreement, imposes a specific seepage standard on the ponds, limiting hydraulic conductivity
to 1.0 x 10"6 cm/sec, or a total seepage of 1/4 inch per day.
As addressed in Point I.D, above, the City's contractual duty to provide storage ponds
that store, hold and circulate water was a continuing duty. Likewise the requirement that the
ponds meet the 1/4 inch per day seepage standard Is a continuing requirement. Nothing in
Utah Administrative Code R 317-3-13(E) indicates that the seepage standard was meant to
be a standard of one-time compliance, to be freely disregarded following initial construction.
Quite the contrary, the Code notes that requirement is to ensure compliance with "Ground
Water Protection Rules."
9

The citation to Utah Administrative Code R 317-3-13(E) appears to be a typo. See
footnote 3, supra.

In fact, the ponds' ability to store and hold water, on a continuing basis, is an integral
part of their fundamental purpose, which is storing the water so that it may be utilized for
irrigation. (R 14514). It is this fundamental purpose that lead to their construction and the
funding of their construction by the United States government. As explained by Forsgren's
lead engineer on the storage pond project, Rick Noll, the Qty had various options for
disposing of the wastewater produced by its new treatment plant. (R 17651-52, pgs. 20-24).
A land application plan - pouring the secondary water onto the ground and allowing it to be
absorbed into the aquifer - is illegal in Utah and was rejected for that reason. (Id, pgs. 2324). Instead, the Qty focused on a plan that would allow for the re-use of the treatment
plant effluent and would allow them to access funding from the Bureau of Land
Reclamation. (Id and R 17657). The storage ponds are required to hold water because it was
a reuse plan, not a land application plan. The Q t / s suggestion that all it had to do is was pay
for the ponds, only to freely forget about them and allow the effluent to dram away, flies in
the face of the entire re-use and secondary water facilities concept laid out in the
Development Agreement.10
C.

The City's Own Q)nduct Imposes A 1 / 4 Inch Per Day Leakage Standard

If the Development Agreement/Land Application Agreement requirement that the
ponds meet state water regulations is ignored, the Qty still has a contractual obligation to
provide ponds that meet the 1/4" per day seepage standard. The City's own actions in

10

Should this issue reach trial, it also will be interesting to hear the dtfs employees
explain why the Qty accepted millions of dollars from the federal government to build storage
ponds to enable the re-use of the treated wastewater but subsequently claimed no responsibility
to actually provide functioning storage ponds or actually use the water re-use system.
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complying with its obligation to construct and provide the storage ponds which hold, store
and circulate water supplied any detail the Development Agreement was missing.
Absent the Land Application Agreement's requirement that the ponds comply with
applicable laws, the Development Agreement is silent as to a water storage benchmark the
ponds had to meet. That benchmark was set by the City itself and fleshed out through the
ponds' engineering and construction plans.
As explained in the Restatement of Contracts:
A bargain maybe concluded which leaves a choice of terms to be
made by one party or the other. If the agreement is otherwise
sufficiently definite to be a contract, it is not made invalid by the
fact that it leaves particulars of performance to be specified by one
of the parties. The more important the choice is, the more it is
likely that the parties do not intend to be bound until the choice is
made.
Restatement (Second) Contracts § 34, comment a (1981).
The City's selection of the seepage standard to which the ponds would comply,
fleshed out the Development Agreement's missing detail and is a clear indicator of the
meaning of the Development Agreement's requirements. Now, the extent of Tooele Ckfs
obligation to provide the storage ponds which store, hold and circulate water is clear - the
storage ponds should meet the specific seepage standard they were designed to meet:
Nothing could show the intention of the parties more clearly than
the interpretation they themselves place upon a contract. It is well
settled in this state that where the parties to a contract, with full
knowledge of the terms thereof, by their actions before any
controversy has arisen, place upon it a construction which is not
contrary to the usual meaning of the language used the courts will
follow that construction.
Trucker Sales Corp. v Potter, 137 P.2d 370, 372 (Utah 1943) (emphasis added). The seepage
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standard the Qty selected in order to comply with the Development Agreement obligation to
provide storage ponds should be considered as binding upon the Qty as if it were built into
the Development Agreement itself:
Under the doctrine of practical construction, when a contract is
ambiguous and the parties place their own construction on their
agreement and so perform, the court may consider this as
persuasive evidence of what their true intention was. The parties,
by their action and performance, have demonstrated what was
their meaning and intent; the contract should be so enforced by
the courts.
Zeesev Siegi's Estate, 534 P.2d 85,90 (Utah 1975).
The Development Agreement requires the Qty to provide storage ponds that actually
hold, store and circulate the treated wastewater so that it maybe beneficially utilized. There
is an objective seepage standard of 1/4" per day that defines the benchmark the ponds must
meet in holding, storing and circulating water. This seepage standard is imposed either
expressly, through the Land Application Agreement, or impliedly through the G t / s own
actions. In the absence of this objective standard, then a jury, not the court, should weigh
the evidence and determine whether the Qty has met its obligation to provide ponds that
actually hold, store and circulate water.
POINT IV
TOOELE ASSOCIATES IS ENTITLEDTO RE LIEF FOR
THE CITY'S FAILURE TO MEET ITS STORAGE POND
OBLIGATIONS
The negative impacts upon Overlake as a whole due to the Q t / s failure to provide
storage ponds as required by the Development Agreement are significant. The faulty storage
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ponds negatively impact the value and ambiance of the Golf Course, the golfing experience
provided by the course to its customers, the ability to provide Overlake residents with
secondary water for outside irrigation and the value and ambiance of the other real property
adjacent to the ponds. (R 14971 & 15772-775). The monetary damages stemming from
these harms caused by the faulty ponds are difficult, if not impossible, to quantify on a going
forward basis. Tooele Associates is entitled to equitable relief, such as an injunction. See
Restatement (Second) Contracts § 357 (1981).11
POINT V
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT SHOULD
ENTERED IN TOOELE ASSOCIATES' FAVOR

BE

Tooele Associates brought a cross-motion for partial summary judgement, seeking
summary judgement in its favor on its storage pond claims. Should this Court agree that the
Development Agreement and/or Land Application Agreement required the City to provide
storage ponds that meet the 1/4" per day seepage standard, then it should reverse and
remand this case for entry of Summary Judgment in Tooele Associates' favor. There is
absolutely no dispute that the storage ponds fail to meet that standard, and have failed to
meet it from their first day of operation forward. Accordingly, if the seepage standard
applies as a matter of law, then Summary Judgment in Tooele Associates' favor is
appropriate.

11

Even if damages are difficult to ascertain, a contracting party is entitled to the benefit
of its bargain. Accordingly, "it is well sealed that 'nominal damages are recoverable upon a
breach of contract if no actual or substantial damages resulted from the breach or if the amount
of damages has not been proven." Bairv AxiomDesig% L.L.C, 2001 UT 20, if 18,20 P.3d 388
(quoting TurtleMgrty Inc v Ha^s Mgrty Inc, 645 P.2d 667, 670 (Utah 1982)).
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Alternatively, if the Court finds that the Development Agreement is ambiguous as to
a water retention benchmark the ponds must meet, then the trial court's decision should be
reversed and the case remanded for trial so that an appropriate finder of fact may determine
whether the City met its obligations.
CONCLUSION
The Development Agreement unambiguously placed a duty upon the City to
construct, and provide on a continuing basis, wastewater storage ponds that actually receive,
hold, store and circulate treated wastewater. The storage ponds are a vital part of the water
treatment and re-use system for which the parties bargained in the Development Agreement.
The Development Agreement imposes a specific leakage standard of 1/4 inch per day upon
the ponds. The evidence that the ponds do not meet that standard is not in controversy.
Accordingly, the trial court's entry of Summary Judgment should be reversed and the case
remanded for entry of judgement in Tooele Associates' favor.
Alternatively, if the Court finds that the Development Agreement does not precisely
define a leakage standard for the ponds, then only an appropriate finder of fact may weigh
the evidence and determine whether the City met its duties to provide storage ponds. Under
that interpretation of the Development Agreement, the Summary Judgment should be
reversed and the case remanded for trial.
DATED: March 10, 2010.
LARSEN CHRISTENSEN & RICO

Ma*^/LalSen
P. Matthew Muir
Attoheys forAppellant ToodeAssociates, L.P.
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c
West's Utah Code Annotated Currentness
State Court Rules
*ii Utah Rules of Civil Procedure (Refs & Annos)
*H Part Vll Judgment
-•RULE 56. SUMMARY JUDGMENT

(a) For claimant. A party seeking to recover upon a claim, counterclaim or cross-claim or to obtain a declaratory
judgment may, at any time after the expiration of 20 days from the commencement of the action or after service of a
motion for summary judgment by the adverse party, move for summary judgment upon all or any part thereof

(b) For defending party. A party against whom a claim, counterclaim, or cross-claim is asserted or a declaratory
judgment is sought, may, at any time, move for summary judgment as to all or any part thereof

(c) Motion and proceedings thereon. The motion, memoranda and affidavits shall be in accordance with Rule 7
The judgment sought shall be rendered if the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law A summary judgment, interlocutory in character, maybe
rendered on the issue of liability alone although there is a genuine issue as to the amount of damages

(d) Case not fully adjudicated on motion. If on motion under this rule judgment is not rendered upon the whole
case or for all the relief asked and a trial is necessary, the court at the hearing of the motion, by examining the
pleadings and the evidence before it and by interrogating counsel, shall if practicable ascertain what material facts
exist without substantial controversy and what material facts are actually and in good faith controverted It shall
thereupon mak^ an order specifying the facts that appear without substantial controversy, including the extent to
which the amount of damages or other relief is not m controversy, and directing such further proceedings in the
action as are just Upon the trial of the action the facts so specified shall be deemed established, and the trial shall be
conducted accordingly

(e) Form of affidavits; further testimony; defense required. Supporting and opposing affidavits shall be made on
personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that
the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated therein Sworn or certified copies of all papers or parts thereof
referred to in an affidavit shall be attached thereto or served therewith The court may permit affidavits to be
supplemented or opposed by depositions, answers to interrogatories, or further affidavits When a motion for
summary judgment is made and supported as provided m this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of the pleadings, but the response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided m this rule, must set
forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial Summary judgment, if appropriate, shall be entered
against a party failing to file such a response

(f) When affidavits are unavailable. Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion that the
party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may
refuse the application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit affidavits to be obtained or depositions to
©2010 Thomson Reuters No Claim to Ong US Gov Works
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be taken or discovery to be had or may make such other order as is just

(g) Affidavits made in bad faith. If any of the affidavits presented pursuant to this rule are presented in bad faith or
solely for the purpose of delay, the court shall forthwith order the party presenting them to pay to the other party the
amount of the reasonable expenses which the filing of the affidavits caused, including reasonable attorney's fees, and
any offending party or attorney may be adjudged guilty of contempt.
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[Amended effective November 1, 1997; November 1, 2004.]
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Motion for summary judgment, see Rules Civ. Proc, Form 21.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR TOOELE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

TOOELE ASSOCIATES, L.P., et al.,
Plaintiffs,

:

MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER

:

vs.

:

TOOELE CITY, a municipal

:

CASE NO.

060919737

:

Judge Randall N. Skanchy

corporation, et al.,
Defendants.
TOOELE CITY, a municipal
corporation, et al.,
Third Party Plaintiffs,

t

vs.

:

FORSGREN ASSOCIATES, INC., et al., :
Third Party Defendants.
The

Court

has

:

before

it

the

Tooele

City's

following

Motions

filed

by the

respective parties:
1
Partial

Defendant
Summary

Judgment

on

(hereinafter

Plaintiff

Tooele

"City")

Motion for

Associates'

("Tooele

Associates") Eleventh Claim for Relief.1
!

The City's Motion initially sought Partial Summary Judgment on Tooele Associates'
Sixth Claim for Relief and on claims based upon the City's inspection fees. However, the parties
stipulated that the Sixth Claim will be stayed until after the main parts of this litigation have been
concluded. (See, Tooele Associates' Memorandum in Opposition, dated November 25, 2008, p.
ii.) Further, the claims regarding inspection fees in the Eleventh Claim for Relief have been
dropped as a result of a decision by the District Court in Tooele Case No. 030301465.

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V. TOOELE CITY
2

City's

PAGE 2
Motion

for

Partial

MEMORANDUM DECISION
Summary

Judgment

on Tooele

Associates' Storage Lake Claims and Tooele Associates' Cross Motion for
Partial Summary Judgment on Storage Lake Claims; and
3

City's Motion for Partial Judgment, or in the Alternative,

Motion in Limine on Tooele Associates' Damages;
4

Ames Construction's Motion for Summary Judgment; and

5

Forsgren Associates' Motion for Summary Judgment.

The matters were fully briefed and thereafter argued to the Court on
January 15, 2009.

The Court, at the conclusion of oral arguments,

granted Ames Construction's and Forsgren Associates' respective Motions
for Summary Judgment finding no genuine issue of material fact as to the
design and construction of 17 storage lakes in the Overlake development.
The Court subsequently received solicited and unsolicited additional
materials supporting the respective parties' oral arguments on the other
pending Motions and the matter was taken under advisement on February 4,
2009.

The matter is now ready for decision.
1.

City/s Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Eleventh Claim

for Relief
Background
In 1997, Tooele Associates and the City entered into a Development

Accordingly, this Memorandum Decision is directed to Tooele Associates' Eleventh Claim for
Relief as a constitutional takings claim.

I C*

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V TOOELE CITY
Agrt-'3n.
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-J < • • •* v *

-

("Overlake'-

Communit •

Disagreements

between

..-„'„.,. M DECISION
• -<'-r-; Master

.

development
the parties have

c:

massive

Planned

proportions.

led to disputes of a

similar

seal e
In one

of the many theories of breach of contract asserted by Tooele

Associates against the Cit\\, it alleges that: i hp r-j t v improperly denied
new construe' -'. .: : ^i t * •
in prioi

p n ^ L ^ weie

'• • : il*

.nccnpleu .

1

;

(Second Americed Complain:

%

nents
129).

Some of Tooele Associates' constitutional claims dlso utilize these same
assertions.
In i/rtoln i 1 fi;ii( iooeie A S S O C I ^ . L C S ^.a tl.o C: ty executed an initial
Bond Agreement,
Development.

which

related

t-

("Bond Agreement,"

To oe J e Associ at:es agree•::| *

phases

3A

an i It. of

1«• / 3 0 / 9 f- -

»n: i p J * •

1.>

(

:

•. • •t •

j

' L<.; Overlake

^ i / P. nc. A>n cement

me; 11..-; as aesc 1 J bec in the

"Overlake Phase 1 construction drawings on :ile with the. Tooele City
Engineering Dpmt. "
in,19r?7
were

j;

.t-

finalize,

{Lei.
. ••

.n ^ :
, ans for pt.i, <

and Tooele Associates

and

'' • '" ""

tne

; '! 1 3 J of Overlake

. H ;- entered

into the

Agreement referenced above, and construction began in phases 1A and IB.
On December 8, 1 997, Pai i3 E d w a i :ds
( For sgr ei 1 ' ) , an

engineering

^'^'f •

firn 1 empi uyet.

\

;

-sociates, Inc. ,
Tooele

Associates,

certified that Phase 1A was complete and complied with the construction
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Gerald Webster, the Tooele City

Engineer, accepted that phase "as complete."
There is no dispute over whether Phase 1A was accepted.
On December 29, 1997, Paul Edwards certified that Phase IB was now
complete. The City Council has not accepted the improvements in Phase IB
as complete.

However, in an amendment to the Bond Agreement effective

December 11, 1998, the City reduced the bond to 20% of the original
amount, and the City Inspector acknowledged that numerous portions of
Phases IB, 1C, and ID had passed inspection, including curbs, gutters,
and sidewalks.

(Inspection Reports, 3/16/98, 11/19/98, 9/30/99).

In Amendments

to

the

Bond

Agreement,

the

City

approved

the

construction of additional phases in Overlake.

Phases 1C and ID were

bonded through a December 11, 1998 amendment.

Phases IE, 1G, and 1J

began construction subject to further amendments to the Bond Agreement.
Tooele Associates has successfully sold the bulk of its lots in
these phases of Overlake, and the City has granted building permits to
builders.

However, the City Council has not accepted these phases as

complete.
Development came to a halt in 2001, and Tooele Associates submitted
no further applications for development until 2005.

In response to that

2005 filing, the Mayor informed Tooele Associates that it would be
required to finish the public improvements in the prior Overlake phases
before further phases would be approved.

Tooele Associates did not

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
^J
T O O E L E CITY

i-'AUii b

pur si le ti lat app] :i catd on fi n: t:l ler
approved

a commercial
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Thereafter,

lot p h a s e , conditioned

.

'.,*.. City C o u n c i l

upon Tooele

Associates'

c o m p l e t i o n of t h e p u b l i c improvements in nil p r i o r O v e r l a k e p h a s e s .
DISCUSSION
Tooele Associates' Eleventh claim is a consti tutional takings claim
wherein Tooe 1 < - Associate r 1 a ; mr • t V • [ b*' d ^ n vi •: i or r e s t r i c t i n g i t: s r i ght:
t

••

.rcer p r o m i s e d

u nd e r

t: h e

A g r e e m e n t , T o o e l e d i v n a s "taken" the v a l u e -^1 t h e land and h a s "taken
b a c k " t h e w a t e r r i g h t s that T o o e l e A s s o c i a t e s c o n v e y e d to the City i n
!

r e t u r ri
for

p i oni:i s e p <

T o o e l e A L.buLial,es'

1

de ve I opmen 1:

. c i I ] :i i Ia r \ wa t e r

< - * - •;• Th e C: t: y

i s r e qu e s t i ng s umma r y

judgment on Tooele A s s o c i a t e s ' takings claim.
Tooele A s s o c i a t e s claim.': .- vest ^d p r o p ^ n y ri iir

• •- - •• ;

.,-.. -i

a n d obtain water rights 11i1ougiJ the constitutional d o c t n n e o i
rights.

Utah Const. A r t . J £• 22 ano Amend

.'- r;ght is vested il it-

is a complete and a b s o l u t e riaht- f^- -resent- c- ~'~i :
IlOt b e

C(

. .

daiuv^ v . i*ieam

vested

^niiviM-

i
, .

Vested rights are protectable property interests for the purpose of a
takings analysis.

Smith v.. Price Dev. Co. , 2005 UT 87 U 26, 125 P. 3d

The parties are i~ dispute over whether Tooele Associates has a
vested property right to t lie use oi. culinary water promised it under the
Agreement.

The Agreen^'''

i-'-r :

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
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I. City Obligations.
A. Water Provided By the City. [. . . ] the City
is willing to take all reasonable actions necessary
to provide the culinary water required to meet the
needs of the Overlake Development Plan at buildout, including but not limited to water rights,
water source development, storage capacity, and
major distribution line capacity.
B. Reservation of Water Capacity. The City shall
take all reasonable actions to provide sufficient
availability and capacity of culinary water
necessary to allow the completion of the Overlake
Development Plan.
C. Water Service. The City will provide to all Use
Areas, within the Overlake Project Area culinarv
water services at a level generally provided to
other areas of the City, subject to Tooele
Associates obligations as set forth herein.
Development Agreement § 5.1.A - 5.I.C.
The City argues that the Agreement grants Tooele Associates only an
interest in the water rights, conditional upon Tooele Associates' duties
under the Agreement, but that it does not grant vested rights to Tooele
Associates.

In response,

Tooele

Associates

points

to

Western Land

Equities v. Logan, 617 P.2d 388 (Utah 1980), wherein the Utah Supreme
Court held that a development agreement may confer "vested rights" if
authorized by statute.

IdL at 395. And indeed, Utah Code Ann., § 10-9a-

5 09, provides that a developer has a right to municipal approval of a
land use application so long as zoning ordinances are met.

However,

Tooele Associates cannot overcome the Utah Constitution's prohibition on

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V. ^ O ^ T E CITY
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a

i : ights, ther efay tit: ansi ei i : -^ i ts vested

nil iiii ci p a l :i t], se] 3 :i ng water

rights in the water.

MWM'JUANUUM DhCISIUN

The Utah Constitution provides:

No municipal corporation, shall, directly or indirectly, lease,
sell, alien or dispose of any waterworks, water rights, or
sources of water supply now, or hereafter to be owned or
controlled by it; but all such waterworks, water rights and
sources of water supply now owned or hereafter to be acquired
by any municipal corporation, shall be preserved, maintained
and operated by it for supplying its inhabitants with water at
reasonable charges: Provided, That nothing herein contained
shall be construed to prevent any such municipal corporation
from exchanging water-rights, or sources of water supply, for
other water-rights or sources of water supply of equal value,
and to be devoted in like manner to the publi c suppl y of its
inhabitants.
Utah Const - AT t
W
entity,

y. ' '
to express: 1 / transfer water rights to a private

-

the Agreement confers only

an expectation of wat: (-J

usage to

An expect at i'>» of municipal water is not: n legal

Tooele Associates.
p?op.-r

Milk, v. -J own or Ait a , 1993

U.S. App. LEXIS 6260 *.. _-, u 0 : : i i:. Utan

:?'>•»

(citation omitted).

In

Haik, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals held that a land developer did
not have a 1-o.V s..;\* -.
\r i a -i •. ~ y p>* ,

..

a fundamental right
Moreover. c\rnn
the water ':.<

M.-I I \ ni MI„ | piopeit^ subject

-

. .iterest
f

]_d. at

.. . i*. < . for real estate development is not
citation oiMtt :d- .

if" T - ~ r ] e Assoc : ^ o s
.. :

I u i 11« i titj

in^c r\r

,

- •
aS

ilov,

a T '-est :< id :i :. i ghl , i i
buine the burden of

demonstrating that its constitutional claim is separate from its breach
of contract claim.

Tooele Associates cites t:l ia.1 : "i: .aki ng c] a:iras<= u :: e nc: 1:
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presumed to be foreclosed by claims for breach of express contract merely
because

the claims share the same factual background."

Integrated

Logistics Support Svs. Int'1 v. United States, 42 Fed. CI. 30, 34 (Fed.
CI.

1998).

Yet

without

evidencing

some

distinct

basis

for

the

constitutional claim and contractual claim, uthe concept of a taking as
a compensable claim theory has limited application to the relative rights
of party litigants when those rights have been voluntarily created by
contract. In such instances, interference with such contractual rights
generally gives rise to a breach claim not a taking claim." Hughes
Communs. Galaxy, Inc. v. United States, 271 F.3d 1060, 1070 (Fed. Cir.
2001) (citations omitted) . Tooele Associates simply has not demonstrated
that its Eleventh claim has any basis separate from its breach of
contract claim. A taking claims cannot be founded on the mere allegation
of a breach of contract.
contractual."

"If a contract was breached, the remedy is

Tyler House Apts. v. United States, 38 Fed. Cl. 1, 10

(Fed. Cl. 1997) (citation omitted).
Tooele Associates does not have a constitutional vested right in
water usage, and the expectation of water usage under the Agreement
cannot

be

separated

from

Tooele

Associates'

contractual

claim.

Accordingly, the Court grants Tooele City's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment regarding Tooele Associates' Eleventh Claim for Relief for
takings.

The Court need not address the City's arguments regarding the

type and extent of takings, whether Tooele Associates' Eleventh claim is

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V. TOOELE CITY
rijn

I i'i

tn
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I ion

•

demonstrated its damages.

i„o> i<

.: .joc.aies

has

adequately

Tooele Associates sti.lJ maintains its breach

of contract claim for the City's denial of its development plan and water
usage.
2„

City and Tooele Associates' Cross Motions for Partial Summary

Judgment on Storage Lake Claims'
In Tuwi'lt Missf »r t at f",'
alleges

that

Agreement

by

Second

the City breached
"failing

. uendeu ;^;;^ia,nr, Tooele Associates

its contractual

!::<: provid' ,

wastT'wat ei st«U'i<jt I tko " ^ ui\
app 1 i cable specifications."'

repav

~:r -

l

y fuiji'i

pi |

obligations

. the

malnt ,---:-: seventeen

ii H« I J«

> J b?dk beyond

(S e cond Amended Comp I a i n t, pa r a . 12 9 a . ) I n

addition, Tooele Associates alleges "that tin rji y has a] lowed the Storage
Lakes to overflow ltn.1 1 ai ] ?M1 I

minif

-

•

>

lakes, making the property unsightly, unhealthy and unsafe.
Amended Complaint, pa]a;

129h-c

)

-i due
(Second

These allegations will collectively

be referred t-^ ^r "nt^raar • ak» Claims."
j<

.

.,- .iPies and Forsgren's Motions for Summary

Judgment no dispute as to any genuine material facts was presented .by
either the Cit.v o>- Tooele Associates that the Storan^ Lake- -A^:\H»-:^ i .

-.:•(.

. • .ei:

:.•:w:isi sT_ er- _ v. i z n

L L L p 1 aI.L, a;::i

specifications, arid the Court therefore granted those Motions..
extent the allegations against fh^ <" •• tv f^
based upon a] 1 eg r

.

.u-i. iu

. •:, :

.- -•

To the

hv<\ich of the Agreement are
.-

'.-nf

Summary J udgment is
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granted, this Court finding that there was not presented to it by any of
the parties any genuine issues of material fact that either the design
or construction of the Storage Lake fell below any contractual standards.
Thus the only issue remaining is whether the Agreement imposes upon the
City some contractual duty to Tooele Associates beyond the design and
construction

of

the

storage

ponds.

The

parties

have

chosen

to

characterize this argument as one either of "maintenance" of the storage
ponds, or a duty to provide a storage lake that would "receive" and
"hold" wastewater effluent. Since this Court has already held that there
is no genuine issue of material fact as to design or construction of the
Storage Lakes, this Court will examine the issue as one related to
maintenance, and the obligation of the City to maintain the Storage Lakes
to a certain leakage rate.
The City argues that its sole contractual obligation regarding the
Storage Lakes was to bear the costs to design and construct them.
(Agreement 12, § VI.l.B.)

This section specifically provides that "The

City shall bear all costs associated with the design and construction
of...all storage ponds required to receive treatment plant effluent."
Tooele Associates points to various provisions in the Agreement that
it alleges create a contractual obligation by the City to "maintain" the
storage lakes.

In paragraph 1 of Tooele Associates' Cross Motion for

Partial Summary Judgment, Tooele Associates alleges that sections V.2.B.,
V.2.E., VI.l.B. and VII 2.D. of the Agreement all provide a contractual

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V. TOOEI ,E CITY

LJAUW 11 "

c

i ,i «

i .ir.t

circulate the treated wastewater
for

Partial

2"p. 1 <'v<iiit

Summary

Judgment,

pni I i i i) 11

I I }iPsP

MUMOkANbUM UI:!l'I SI UN
< . ,. (

re and

(Tooele Associates' Cross-Motion
p-u 1

ne

^ airt

set-.? i •-!*.'•• the

yqiftc

address the contractual duti.es they allegedly create.

3
Section V.2.D.

provides, as follows:
Section^ V . 2 .

Tooele Associates Obligations.•

T
Purchase of wastewater treatment plant effluent:
• " ' Associates shall purchase from the City all treated
better generated by the new wastewater treatment plant for
a minimum period, of twenty (20) years with four (4) , five year
options to renew.
The initial purchase rate for treated
wastewater will be $6 per square foot. Future adjustments to
the purchase price, in accordance with the Land Application
Agreement/Funding Agreement, Exhibit W N " , will be adjusted to
two point one two percent (2.12%) of the then existing, lowest
Tooele City culinary water rate. Such water shall be used for
irrigation purposes, first on the gol r. course area, then
elsewhere within or outside the Ovei ' - • -ir--*- Arp^
(Emphasis added.)
1

Section V . '' . r
r-"'*

movidef; as foil ows :
i uueie Associates Obligations.

E.
Ownership of secondary water facilities
All
facilities necessary to provide a secondary water system for
irrigation purposes to all Use Areas, installed by Tooele
Associates and within the Overlake Project Area shall be
owned, operated and maintained by Tooele Associates.
The
secondary water system facilities owned, operated
and
maintained by Tooele Associates shall not include the
following fac i1i t i es: ,. , a 1 1 ponds, cons true ted to s tore and
c i r c u 1 a t e t r ea t e d wa s t ewa t e r, and ' a 1 1 f a c i 1 i t i e s f o r t he

i OC//5^
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distribution of treated wastewater between storage ponds.
(Emphasis added.)
None of these cited contractual provisions enumerate a duty imposed
upon

the

City.

specifically
Associates,
discussion

Indeed,

designated
not

of

the

to

City,

contractual

these

sections

enumerate
and

fall

the

accordingly

commitments

under

a

obligations
are

paragraph
of

inapplicable

imposed upon

the City.

Tooele
for a
The

contractual obligations of the City are enumerated in subparagraph 1 of
Section V.

The only identifiable City obligation under subparagraph 1

of Section V related to water in storage lakes is the City's obligation
to sell "all treated wastewater generated by the new wastewater treatment
plant"

to Tooele Associates.

Agreement

V.l.E.

Nothing

in these

paragraphs provide any contractual obligation on the City with respect
to the storage lakes beyond providing wastewater to Tooele Associates.
It would appear from a reading of these paragraphs that the wastewater
discharged into the storage lakes is intended by the parties to be used
for irrigation purposes, first in the golf course and then elsewhere.
Agreement, Section V.2.E.

Nowhere in its Second Amended Complaint does

Tooele Associates allege that the City failed to sell water to it to meet
its irrigation purposes. Indeed, the storage lakes have evidently always
maintained

sufficient water to meet the irrigation needs of Tooele

Associates.
Depo. p. 17.)

(City's Undisputed Fact No. 31, Hall Depo. p. 1009; Hawkins

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
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} • :

1

-• ^

•:' •

n

additional purpose oL Liu- storage lakes w d s c^ provide water hazards tor
the golf course and to enhance
thereb"

increase

surrounding

> l\(-

the ambience of the golr course, a n d

*'

'

the g^ji coUi^;

.^ooi^

Associates'

-p-M y

' Combined

Memo In

inn .) Win U this is easily understood

Support a n d Opposition, p
to b e u: expectation

•<H "••'t

ol Tone 1 ^ Associates

••.-"-• Ir nn, however,

in the

AgreeiiH .:. r^: i-oi;- .-j.'i. ai> 'iiiuerstar iinq, ana noui. ing imposes o n the City'
a

contractual

obligation

to m a i n t a i n

the Storage

Lakes

in such a

condition.
Fin< i I !'

i(jnt i(H

I

1.1/1 \ (nil

il li i I li

iJ

i louel.e

A s s o c i a t e s ' contractual obligation provisions therein that one party or
the other is obligated to maintain the Storage Lakes.

While the City

now owns the S torage Lakes, 2 t:he r e :i s ii : c : i 11: i : a c t:I Ia ] ob 1 i gat :i c: n :i nipos ed
u p o n t h e City to maintain the Storage Lakes to a n y certain

specified

standard, aesthetically or otherwise, which runs from the City to Tooele
A s s o c i a t e s from this provision.

ii ia lukiiopinuu in uiL- j>anK^ uiai UK.- V i y owns the Storage Lakes, although there is
evidently some dispute as to when the City actually acquired legal ownership of them. The City
received a Warranty Deed conveying title from Tooele Associates to the Storage Lakes on April
1, 200?. kvidently, Tooele Associates was not the legal title holder however of that property at
ime of the 2002 conveyance and the mistake was subsequently corrected by a quit-claim
, frmv ov,M~)o|;^ a(^rt.* Tooele Associates in August 2006.
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The next contractual provision identified by Tooele Associates is
Section VII.2.D., which provides:
Section VII.2.
Tooele Associates Obligations

D. Overlake Participation in Off-Site Road Facilities.
In recognition and consideration that the City will be
required to construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons,
to be provided at a cost to the City and required to receive
and hold treated wastewater from the new wastewater treatment
plant...Tooele Associates shall reimburse the City for the
total cost incurred by the City to design, construct and equip
all storage ponds and lagoons located in the Overlake Project
Area....
(Emphas i s added.)
As with the previous sections, this section is another subparagraph of
a section which details the obligations of Tooele Associates, and not the
City.

It

is axiomatic

that

a paragraph

identifying

the

specific

contractual obligations of Tooele Associates cannot, and does not, create
a

contractual

obligation upon

the City, as

the City's

contractual

obligations are specifically addressed in alternate sections.

Tooele

Associates' arguments ask this Court to conclude that this provision
creates a contractual obligation on the City to provide a storage lake
which

meets

wastewater.

an undefined

contractual

obligation

to

"hold"

treated

This provision simply does not require that of the City.

Furthermore, even if it did require the City to meet a contractual
obligation to "hold" water, there is no definition provided that would

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
V. TOOEI ,E CITY
suggest: thai
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'
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hikes
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J

id^hion, or
;

to meet certain leakage specification!-

iur. e-en ii these provisions-

of the Agreement were directed as obligations oi
demonstrate what

the City,, they fail *-o

i <>

storage lakes tiicit " i.^w

•*

.-'S<-CJO

\ ie

•-) i«

wat^i . A breach of contract claim requires the

existence of a contractual duty and a breach thereof.
Design, h.L.C, , 2 00] "'•

Bair v. Axiom

r ^
-mp_._ei - xi oLi^g^L.on on the City to maintain

Even it il lu> Acjiet-iu-

the Storage Lakes foi tin- benefit of Tooele Associates, which it; does
not,

there is no standard enumerated in the Agreement whi eh wo--.

as n h e n c h m a n

l

h IM

I h ill ilnl '

^f» •••-e

"looele /Associates argues thai, the

Storage Lakes should not leak more than 1/4" per day or approximately '• 0
x

3 06

centimeters

per

second

and

directs

incorporated

Section XIV.)
to meet

all

into

opeint ion

and

state

laws

Land

(Agreement,

in "uin lequires tr°

•

•:

S t a t e j"ei|ijijt* I .

lake lines not exceed

;

'

n

i*-

, , •

. ) As a basis foi its claim,

Associates argues that the d^rinn ~urj constn:-

laboratory tests."'

the

Sc-i-

:..enance of a wastewaLL, treatment facility

Supp. Memo of Tooele Associates, p

hv' M f

to

t.he Deve 1 opinent Agreement.

The Land Application Agreement
federal

Court

(I( an ::! i!>! pp ] i ca. t: i on Ag reemen t)

App 1 i ca t i on Ag re en ten t / Fi ind i i ig A g r e emei I t:
whic 1 I was

the

!,

• -•< ••>••'

ooele
,,Jl3« ,

:;.-_ n y a i a ^ i i c c o n d u c t i v i t y gj. t h e c o n s t r u c t e d

; • ;-• 'JO' em/.-'ec

a s d e m o n s t r a t e d b y fieJ-j

Utah Administrative Code R. 31 7 3- J 0(E) \

an-
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These are design and construction specifications, which this Court has
already

ruled

as

a matter

of

law were

met.

Accordingly,

Tooele

Associates' claim can only be that the City is obligated to maintain that
specification throughout the life of the Storage Lakes and that such
maintenance obligation accrues to the benefit of Tooele Associates.

The

Agreement provides no such contractual obligation.
Tooele Associates next argues that even if the State regulations do
not create a contractual obligation imposed on the City which runs to
Tooele Associates

that Storage Lake maintenance

specifications, not

expressly set forth in the Agreement, would be

"fleshed out" later

through the engineering and construction plans.

Citing Restatement

(Second) of Contracts § 34, cmt. a, Tooele Associates argues that an
agreement otherwise "sufficiently definite to be a contract, is not made
invalid by the fact that it leaves particulars of performance to be
specified by one of the parties." Here, the "detail" missing is not only
the particular of performance, but the very obligation to perform.

The

Agreement does not set forth an obligation to the City to maintain, and
thus the "particulars" of a nonexistent obligation cannot be subsequently
"fleshed out."
Finally, Tooele Associates directs the Court to Section VI.l.B.,
which provides as follows:
VI.
1.

Sanitary Sewer Service and Facilities
City Obligations

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
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B. Construction of New Wastewater Treatment Plant. The City
will pursue the design and construction of the new wastewater
treatment plant...bear all costs associated with the design
and construction of the new wastewater treatment plant,
including advance treatment facilities and all storage ponds
required to receive treatment plant effluent....
This

section

is

the

only

section

actually

directed

to

the

obligations of the City, and it relates to the City's obligation to bear
costs associated with storage lakes "required to receive treatment plant
effluent...."

Nothing in this paragraph addresses a duty on the part of

the City to maintain storage lakes, or to provide storage lakes that meet
a minimum leakage criteria.

In short, Tooele Associates fails to provide

the Court with any material fact to support its claim that the City was
obligated to maintain the storage lakes, and/or obligated to maintain the
storage lakes to a certain design capacity.

Accordingly, this Court

finds as a matter of law that the Agreement imposes no duty upon the City
to maintain the Storage Lakes to a certain designated leakage standard,
and therefore grants the City's Motion for Partial Judgment and denies
Tooele Associates' Cross Motion for Summary Judgment. .
3

•

City's

Motion

for

Partial

Summary

Judgment

or

in the

Alternative Motion in Limine
The Court denies the City's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, or
in

the

alternative

to

exclude

the

damage

calculations.

Tooele

Associates' damage calculations attempt to quantify the fair market value
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of an acre-foot of water over the number of lots and multi-family units
likely to be sold under a permitted development of the Overlake project.
Based upon the proffer of expert testimony, the principles and methods
used to formulate the damage calculations are generally accented by the
relevant expert community.

The project of future sales of real estate

based upon historical averages and the valuation of water rights based
upon

historical

averages

is

generally

accepted

as

a

measure

of

calculating damages in real estate development and appear to be based
upon reliable information data.

The City disputes its reliability and

the conclusions to be drawn therefrom, but that is a matter for the trier
of fact and goes to weight and credibility.
The Court will address this issue as it relates to the argument that
the damage claims include the claims of non-parties to this lawsuit as
the argument by the parties further develops at pretrial.
Dated this

jp

day of March, 2009.

y^g^S^&^

RANDALL'N
DISTRICT
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MAILING CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Memorandum Decision and Order, to the following, this,

.day

of March, 2009:
Mark A. Larsen
Lisa C. Rico
P. Matthew Muir
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Larsen, Christensen & Rico, PLLC
50 W. Broadway, Suite 100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101-2006
Michael L. Hutchings
Bruce R. Baird
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Hutchings, Baird, Curtis & Still, PLLC
9537 South 700 East
Sandy, Utah 84070
Chris R. Hogle
George M. Haley
Holme, Roberts & Owen LLP
299 S. Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2263
Lincoln Harris
Craig C. Coburn
Attorneys for Third Party Defendant Forsgren Assoc.
Richards, Brandt, Miller & Nelson
299 S. Main Street, Suite 1500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2361
Michael W. Homer
Jesse C. Trentadue
Attorneys for Third Party Defendant Ames Construction
Suitter, Axland, PLLC
8 E. Broadway, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
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FILED DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District

JUN 3 0 2009
a

v.
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Deputy Clerk

George M.Haley (#1302)
Chris R. Hogle (#7223)
Cory A. Talbot (#11477)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
299 South Main Street, Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-2263
Telephone: (801)521-5800
Facsimile: (801)521-9639
Attorneys for the Defendants and
Counterclaim Plaintiff

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
TOOELE ASSOCIATES L.P., et al.;
Plaintiffs,
vs.
TOOELE CITY, et al.;
Defendants.
TOOELE CITY;
Third-Party Plaintiff,
vs.

FORSGREN ASSOCIATES, INC., et al.;
Third-Party Defendants.
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ORDER GRANTING TOOELE CITY'S
CONDITIONAL JOINDER IN THIRD
PARTY DEFENDANTS' REQUESTS
FOR RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION
Civil No. 060919737
Judge Randall Skanchy

Upon consideration of Tooele City's April 3, 2009 Conditional Joinder in Third Party
Defendants' Requests for Rule 54(b) Certification and all papers filed in response thereto, and
good cause appearing,
IT IS ORDERED that Tooele City's Conditional Joinder in Third Party Defendants'
Requests for Rule 54(b) Certification is GRANTED, and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, there being no just reason for delay, Section 2 of this
Court's March 16, 2009 Memorandum Decision and Order is certified as a final judgment
pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The Court orders that a Final
Judgment of Dismissal is hereby entered in favor of Tooele City with respect to the claims
asserted in paragraphs 129a-c of plaintiff Tooele Associates, L.P.'s April 28, 2008 Second
Amended Complaint and Jury Demand (errata version).
DATED this JLT day o « f c 2009.
BY THE COURT:

District Court
APPROVED AS TO FORM:
LARSEN CHRISTENSEN & RICO, P.L.L.C.

Mark A. Larsen
P. Matthew Muir
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
2
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BRUCE R. BAIRD, P.C.
HUTCHINGS BAIRD & JONES PLLC

Bruce R. Baird
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP

George M. Haley
Chris R Hogle
Cory A. Talbot
Attorneys for Defendants
SUITTER AXLAND, PLLC
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Michael W. Homer
Jesse C. Trentadue
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant Ames Construction Co.
RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER & NELSON

Craig C. Cobum
Lincoln Harris
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant Forsgren Associates, Inc.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 19th day of May, 2009, a true and correct
copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING TOOELE CITY'S CONDITIONAL JOINDER
IN THIRD PARTY DEFENDANTS' REQUESTS FOR RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATION
was served via e-mail and U.S. mail, postage prepaid, to:
Mark A. Larsen
Lisa C. Rico
P. Matthew Muir
LARSEN CHRISTENSEN & RICO, P.L.L.C.
50 W. Broadway, Suite 400
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-2006
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Bruce R. Baird
BRUCE R. BAIRD, P.C.
2150 S. 1300 E., 5th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Michael L. Hutchings
Bruce R. Baird
HUTCHINGS BAIRD & JONES PLLC
9537 South 700 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84070
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Michael W. Homer
Jesse C. Trentadue
SUITTER AXLAND, PLLC
8 East Broadway, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant,
Ames Construction, Inc.
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Craig C. Coburn
Lincoln Harris
RICHARDS, BRANDT, MILLER & NELSON
299 S. Main Street, Suite 1500
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-2361
Attorneys for Third-Party Defendant,
Forsgren Associates, Inc.
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR OVERLAKE PROJECT AREA
TOOELE CITY, TOOELE COUNTY, UTAH
BY AND BETWEEN:
TOOELE CITY, UTAH
AND
TOOELE ASSOCIATES, LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
A WASHINGTON LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
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A DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR THE OVERLAKE PROJECT AREA
AND INCLUDING THE OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
TOOELE CITY, TOOELE COUNTY, UTAH
This Development Agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into this / 0 day of
Wtttyxb tfts
1997 between Tooele City, a Utah Municipal Corporation (the "City") and
Tooele Associates Limited Partnership, a Washington limited partnership ("Tooele Associates"),
whose address is P.O. Box 610,416 West 2000 North, Tooele City, Utah 84074-0610 as the
owner of certain real property and the developer of the project known as Overlake Master
Planned Community ("Overtake") located within the corporate boundaries of Tooele City, Utah.
RECITALS
A,
The City is a municipality and political subdivision of the State of Utah and is
located within Tooele County, State of Utah.
B
Tooele Associates is the owner of certain real property located within the
boundaries of the City, which property is more particularly described in Exhibit A, ("Overtake
Project Area"), attached hereto, and including by reference the parcel known as Overlake Estates
Subdivision Phase IB.
C.
The City is willing to negotiate and enter into a Development Agreement under
appropriate circumstances where the proposed development contains features which advance the
policies, goals and objectives of the Tooele City General Plan, provides amenities for the
residents, businesses, and other activities of the proposed development, above those generally
required, provides an appropriate mix of residential and nonresidential uses, and contributes to
the provision of capital improvements and facilities which substantially benefit the City
D.
Tooele Associates in order to negotiate this Development Agreement is willing, to
provide a mix of uses, to modify the prior designs for the Overlake Project Area, and to
voluntarily agree to the provision of park and open space areas, identify and set aside sites for
required facilities including school and church sites, provide sites for the location of community
facilities including sites for a wastewater treatment facility and public safety facility and
contribute to other community facilities in order to promote the goals and policies of the City and
address other issues as more fully set out below.
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E

The City, acting pursuant to its authority under Utah Code Ann, Section 10-9-101

et. seq , and in furtherance of its land use policies, goals, objectives, ordinances and other
requirements, has made certain determinations with respect to Overlake, and, in the exercise of
its legislative powers and in its sole discretion, has elected to approve this Development
Agreement The City may enter into a Development Agreement in appropriate circumstances in
order to promote the orderly and appropriate development of property and to provide public
facilities, amenities, and other benefits in connection with the proposed development.
F.

As a condition of development, and in order to insure the overall planning and

coordinated design of the Overlake Project Area, the City is requiring Tooele Associates to
prepare and present a Development Plan, Exhibit B, and which also includes all other Exhibits to
this Agreement, for the Overlake Project Area
AGREEMENT
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the goals and policies of the City which include the
appropriate and coordinated development of property within the City, and in accordance with the
provisions, terms or conditions of the City and Tooele Associates as more fully set forth herein,
the parties agree to be legally bound as follows
I.

GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION AND CONSISTENCY

In compliance with the requirements of the Utah Code Ann, Section 10-9-301 et seq., following
a Public Hearing conducted by the Tooele City Planning Commission held on October 7,1997,
following the receipt by the City Council of a Planning Commission recommendation
recommending the designation of the Overlake Project Area as a "Planned Community" on the
Tooele City General Plan, and following a Public Hearing conducted by the City Council on
October 29, 1997, the City Council, acting in its legislative authority, adopted Ordinance 97-36.
Ordinance 97-36, as adopted designates the Overlake Project Area, as contained and provided in
Exhibit A, as a "Planned Community," thereby amending the Tooele City General Plan. The
development proposed by Tooele Associates for the Overlake Project Area, in terms of uses and
density or intensity of uses, as identified more specifically by the Exhibits, attached hereto, is
hereby deemed to be consistent with the uses and density or intensity of uses as allowed by the
Tooele City General Plan
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EL

ZONING DISTRICT DESIGNATION

In compliance with the requirements of the Utah Code Ann., Section 10-9-401 et. seq., following
a Public Hearing conducted by the Tooele City Planning Commission on October 7,1997,
following the receipt by the City Council of a Planning Commission recommendation,
recommending the redesignation of the Overlake Project Areafroma variety of existing
residential and commercial zoning districts to a Planned District ("P") and following a Public
Hearing conducted by the City Council on October 29,1997, the City Council, acting in its
legislative authority, adopted Ordinance 97-37. Ordinance 97-37, as adopted, designates the
Overlake Project Area as a Planned District ("P") as allowed by the Tooele City Code, Title 7,
Chapter 18, and thereby amending the Tooele City Zoning Map, identifying the Overlake Project
Area, Exhibit A, as a Planned District (HP") Zoning District. The development proposed by
Tooele Associates for the Overlake Project Area, in terms of uses and density or intensity of
uses, as identified more specifically by the Exhibits, attached hereto, is hereby deemed to be
consistent with the requirements of Tooele City Code, Title 7, Chapter 18, and all Exhibits,
attached hereto constitute the approved Overlake Development Plan as required by the Planned
District ("P") zoning district.
HI.

SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
A.

OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND USE AREAS

Exhibit A identifies the legal description for property covered by the Overlake Development
Plan. No property may be added to this description for the purposes of this Agreement, except by
written amendment to this Agreement, as provided in Section XXI herein.
The approved Overlake Development Plan, as contained and provided in all of the Exhibits
attached hereto, more particularly Exhibit B, which identifies the location of all uses (the "Use
Areas") for the Overlake Project Area, including residential, commercial, parks, community
uses, and other uses, and the configuration of all "Collector" and "Sub-Collector" streets. The
Overlake Development Plan shall be the basis for, and shall control the presentation of all
preliminary and final subdivision plats and site plans presented to the City for approval.
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All preliminary and final subdivision plats and site plans within the Overtake Project Area,
presented to the City for consideration, shall conform to the requirements of the Overtake
Development Plan and this Agreement and shall be prepared in accordance with accepted
engineering standards and shall meet all requirements, as required by the City at time of
application, for preliminary and final subdivision plat and site plan approval
B

ALLOWED USES

The uses allowed within each of the Use Areas of the Overtake Development Plan shall be
limited to those uses identified by the Table of Uses for Residential Use Areas, as contained and
provided in Exhibit C attached hereto and by the Table of Uses for Commercial, Mixed Use and
Open Space Use Areas, as contained and provided in Exhibit D attached hereto Uses identified
as a Permitted Use shall be processed in accordance with the Permitted Use procedures of the
City. Uses identified as a Conditional Use shall be processed in accordance with the Conditional
Use procedures of the City. Any use not identified by Exhibit C or Exhibit D as a Permitted or
Conditional Use shall be a Prohibited Use, and not be allowed within the Overtake Project Area
C.

ALLOWED DENSITY AND INTENSITY OF USES

The maximum density allowed for residential uses in the Single-Family, Single-Family Zero Lot
Line, and Multi-Family Use Areas, as presented and contained on the Overtake Development
Plan, shall be in accordance and shall comply with the requirements of the Table of Allowed
Density for Residential Use Areas, as contained and provided in Exhibit E, and the Table of
Minimum Site Planning and Development Standards for Residential Use Areas, as contained and
provided in Exhibit F.
The maximum intensity allowed for uses allowed in the Commercial, Mixed Use, and Open
Space Use Areas, as presented and contained on the Overtake Development Plan, shall comply
with the requirements of the Table of Minimum Site Planning and Development Standards for
Commercial, Mixed Use, and Open Space Use Areas, as contained and provided in Exhibit G.
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D.

REQUIRED MINIMUM RESIDENTIAL DWELLING UNIT SIZE

The minimum residential dwelling unit size permitted in the Single-Family, Single Family Zero
Lot Line, and Multi-Family Use Areas, as presented and contained on the Overlake Development
Plan, shall be in accordance and shall comply with the requirements of the Table of Minimum
Residential Dwelling Unit Size as contained and provided in Exhibit H.
The minimum residential dwelling unit size for residential dwelling units allowed within the
Commercial, Mixed Use, and Open Space Use Areas shall be in accordance and shall comply
with the requirements of the Table of Uses for Commercial, Mixed Use and Open Space Use
Areas, as contained and provided in Exhibit D.
E.

REQUIRED OFF-STREET PARKING STANDARDS

All uses and activities within the Overlake Project Area shall be subject to, and comply with the
off-streei parking requirements as provided in the Table of Off-Street Parking Requirements, as
contained and provided in Exhibit I.
F.

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND REVIEW

All buildings and structures to be located within the Overlake Project Area shall be subject to
and shall comply with the Overlake Architectural Design Standards and Review Process and
Landscape Standards as contained and provided in Exhibit J.
If, for any reason, the Architectural Design Standards and Review Process and Landscape
Standards, as contained and provided in Exhibit J, fails to provide, or fails to continue to provide
a level of design review acceptable to the City, the City may carry out, or may identify an
organization, acceptable to the City to carry out the responsibilities and duties of the Overlake
Design Review Committee, as contained and provided in Exhibit J.
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G

ALL OTHER CITY STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS
APPLICABLE TO OVERLAKE

Except as modified or revised by the use, density, configuration or design standards as contained
in this Agreement, all other requirements of the City shall remain in full force and effect and
shall apply to the Overlake Project Area, including the payment of fees, the requirements for the
approval of subdivision plats and site plans, the approval of building pei mits and construction
permits, and all other applicable ordinances, resolutions, policies and procedures of the City.
H

QUESTION OR DISPU IB OF 1 ISE AREA BOX JND, \R IBS AND
ALLOWED USES

ln t j i e

eyent 0| a

q U e s t; l o n o r dispute arising from an interpretation or delineation of a Use Area

boundary, as contained and provided in Exhibit B, or in the event of a question or dispute arising
from an interpretation, of an allowed use, as contained and provided in Exhibit C and Exl libit D,
the resolution and determination of such questions or disputes shall be in accordance with the
procedures as contained and provided in Exhibit K.
I sr

p i i \ SINGO* DEV Ill OPMEN I

The parties acknowledge that the most efficient and feasible development of the Overlake
Project Area is dependent on factors such as market demand, interest rates, general economic
growth, competition and other applicable factors In recognition of these factors, the timing of
development of the Overlake Project Area shall be determined by Tooele Associates in its sole
business judgement and discretion. However, to coordinate the provision of City provided
facilities, and facilities provided by other public agencies, with the demand for public facilities
generated by uses and activities within the Overlake Project Area, development sequencing of
the Development Plan will be generally guided by the Overlake Phasing Schedule, as contained
and provided in Exhibit L, providing for the logical extension of all required infrastructure,
including but not limited to, adequate fire protection and necessary ingress and egress.
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V.

WATER SERVICE AND FACILITIES

1.

City Obligations
A.

Water Provided By the City. In consideration, and as a requirement for

Annexation of the Overlake Project Area, Tooele Associates has conveyed to the City perfected
water rights for 686 acre feet of culinary water. As the demand for culinary water, required to
meet the culinary water needs of the Overlake Project Area at eventual build-out is anticipated to
exceed the Water Rights being conveyed to the City by Tooele Associates, the City is willing to
take all reasonable actions necessary to provide the culinary water required to meet the needs of
the Overlake Development Plan at build-out, including but not limited to water rights, water
source development, storage capacity, and major distribution line capacity.
B.

Reservation of Water Capacity

The City shall take all reasonable actions to

provide sufficient availability and capacity of culinary water necessary to allow the completion
of the Overlake Development Plan
C

Water Service The City will provide to all Use Areas, within the Overlake Project

Area culinary water service at a level generally provided to other areas of the City, subject to
Tooele Associates obligations as set forth herein
D.

Extension of Main Trunk Line

The City and Tooele Associates shall work

cooperatively together to design and construct the extension of culinary water main lines from
the existing City service to the new City wastewater treatment plant, including the following
lines; from 600 North along SR-36 to 2000 North, from SR-36 along 2000 North to 1200 West,
from 2000 North along 1200 West to 3400 North to the location of the new wastewater treatment
plant The City and Tooele Associates shall each bear one-half of the costs incurred for such
design and construction As of the effective date of this Agreement all contracts for such design
and construction shall be in compliance with the requirements of §10-7-20, Utah Code.
E

Water for Irrigation Purposes.The City shall sell to Tooele Associates all treated

wastewater generated by the new wastewater treatment plant Upon receipt of revenue from the
sale of such treated wastewater the City intends to reevaluate its rates for sanitary sewer service
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F.

Easements

The City will grant to Tooele Associates, all easements within

Street Rights of Way and other areas owned by the City, and within the Overtake Project Area,
necessary for the construction, installation and operation of all secondary water facilities by
Tooele Associates All reasonable costs, including land acquisition costs, associated with the
granting of all easements necessary, under this Section, shall be the obligation of Tooele
Associates. Tooele Associates shall bear all cost associated with the installation and construction
of all secondary water facilities and shall be responsible for any remediation necessary in City
rights-of-way, to the satisfaction of the City.
G.

Transfer of Ownership of Secondary Water Facilities

The ownership, and

all maintenance and operation responsibilities for secondary water facilities already installed by
Tooele Associates within Overtake Estates Subdivision Plat Phase 1A and IB, recorded prior to
the effective date of this Agreement, shall be transferred by the City to Tooele Associates, at a
date mutually acceptable to the City and Tooele Associates
H.

Water Quality Standards

The City shall comply with all applicable local,

state and federal laws and regulations for water quality standards and controls. The culinary and
secondary water systems described in the Agreement shall operate independently and their
respective waters shall not be permitted to intermingle
2.

Tooele Associates Obligations

In recognition and consideration for the City's commitment herein to provide the culinary water
necessary to meet the needs of the Overtake Project Area, at build-out, Tooele Associates
voluntarily agrees as follows:
A

Secondary Water System

Tooele Associates shall design and install, at its

cost, a secondary water system for irrigation purposes to all Use Areas, including all residential
areas and all mixed use, commercial and open space areas, which shall be identified on all
preliminary and final subdivision plats and all site plans and construction plans presented after
the effective date of this Agreement All facilities, required to provide a secondary water system,
to all Use Areas, shall be constructed and installed in each subdivision or site plan area
concurrent with the construction of other improvements in such subdivision and site plan
improvements Tooele Associates shall be required to comply with all State of Utah requirements
for the provision of this service
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B.

Purchase of Wastewater Treatment Plant Effluent

Tooele Associates shall

purchase from the City all treated wastewater generated by the new wastewater treatment plant
for a minimum period of twenty (20) years with four (4). 5 year options to renew. The initial
purchase rate for treated wastewater will be $6 per acre foot. Future adjustments to the purchase
price, in accordance with the Land Application Agreement/Funding Agreement, Exhibit N, will
be adjusted to two point one two percent (2.12%) of the then existing, lowest Tooele City
culinary water rate. Such water shall be used for irrigation purposes, first on the Golf Course
area, then elsewhere within or outside the Overlake Project Area.
If Tooele Associates is unable or unwilling to purchase all of the treated wastewater produced by
the new treatment plant, Tooele Associates shall install an outfall line to Six Mile Creek, or
provide other facilities acceptable to the City, and the State of Utah, necessary and required to
discharge all wastewaterfromthe new treatment plant. Tooele Associates shall bear all costs
associated with, and necessary to provide the required treatment plant discharge facilities. The
City shall cooperate with Tooele Associates, as necessary, to obtain all necessary rights-of-way
located outside the Overlake Project Area, including if necessary, and as mutually agreed by the
City and Tooele Associates, the exercise of eminent domain by the City to insure the installation
of an outfall line to Six Mile Creek, or provide other facilities acceptable to the City, and the
State of Utah, necessary and required to discharge treatment plant wastewater All costs incurred
by the City to secure the necessary Rights-of-Way for the installation of an outfall line to Six
Mile Creek, or provide other facilities acceptable to the City, and the State of Utah, shall be the
obligation of Tooele Associates
C.

Payment of Culinary Water Impact Fees

All preliminary and final subdivision

plats and all site plan approvals, presented after the effective date of this Agreement, shall be
subject to. the payment of Culinary Water Impact Ftcs and Water Connection Fees, in effect and
generally applicable to other development within the City, payable at the time of building permit
issuance.
D.

Required Improvements

Tooele Associates shall construct and provide all

necessary culinary water facilities and improvements, including but not limited to all distribution
lines within the Overlake Project Area, in compliance with the requirements of the City, in effect
at the time of approval of all preliminary and final subdivision plats and site plans
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E.

Ownership of Secondary Water System Facilities

All facilities necessary to

provide a secondary water system for irrigation purposes to all Use Areas, installed by Tooele
Associates and within the Overtake Project Area., shall be owned, operated and
maintained by
Tooele Associates. The secondary water system facilities owned, operated, and maintained by
Tooele Associates shall not include the following facilities; the existing City wastewater
treatment plant, the new City Wastewater treatment plant, any advanced wastewater treatment
facilities, any interceptor or collection facilities carrying wastewater from the existing plant to
the new wastewater treatment plant, all ponds constructed to store and circulate treated
wastewater, and all facilities for the distribution of treated wastewater between storage ponds.
F.

Extension of Main Trunk Line.

As required by Section V. 1 .D of this

Agreement, the City and Tooele Associates shall work cooperatively together to design and
construct the extension of culinary water main lines from the existing City service to the new
City wastewater treatment plant, as identified. Tooele Associates shall bear one-half of the costs
incurred of such design and construction.
G.

Water Quality Standards

Tooele Associates shall comply with all applicable

local, state and federal laws and regulations for water quality standards and controls. The
culinary and secondary water systems described in the Agreement shall operate independently
and their respective waters shall not be permitted to intermingle.
VI.

SANITARY SEWER SERVICE AND FACILITIES

1.

Cjty Obligations.
A.

Sanitary Sewer Service

The City will provide to ill residential and

nonresidential use areas, identified on the Development Plan, sanitary sewer service at a level
generally provided to other

areas of the City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set

forth herein.
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B.

Construction of New Wastewater Treatment Plant The City will pursue the

design and construction of a new wastewater treatment plant, located as generally identified in
Exhibit B. The City shall bear all costs associated with the design and construction of the new
wastewater treatment plant, including advanced treatment facilities and all storage ponds
required to receive treatment plant effluent. If the City does not construct a wastewater treatment
plant, on the area provided for this purpose by Tooele Associates, the ownership of this area shall
revert to Tooele Associates.
2.

Tooele Associates Obligations.

In recognition and consideration for the City's willingness to provide the sanitary sewer service
necessary to meet the demands of the Development Plan at build-out, Tooele Associates
voluntarily agrees as follows;
A-

Donation of Land to the City for a Treatment Plant. Tooele Associates has

conveyed to the City, at no cost to the City, a thirty (30) acre parcel of land, located as generally
identified on Exhibit B, for the construction of a wastewater treatment plant
B

Easements

Tooele Associates will grant to the City, at no cost to the City, all

easements, within the Overlake Project Area, determined necessary by the City, for the
construction and operation of the wastewater treatment plant, to be located generally as shown
on Exhibit B, including easements necessary for the installation and maintenance of all
wastewater collection lines, located within the Overlake Project Area.
C

Payment of Sewer Impact Fees

All preliminary and final subdivision plats

and all site plan approvals, presented after the effective date of this Agreement, are subject to the
payment of Sewer Impact Fees and Sewer Connection Fees, in effect and generally applicable to
other development within the City, payable at the time of building permit issuance.
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D.

Lift Stations

To provide the necessary and required sanitary sewer service to all

residential and nonresidential uses, Tooele Associates may be required, in certain areas of the
Overlake Project Area to install and maintain sanitary sewer lift stations Any lift stations
required to provide sewer service to areas of the Overlake Project Area shall be the responsibility
of Tooele Associates. All such facilities shall be owned and remain the responsibility of Tooele
Associates for their continued operation and maintenance and will not be considered a part of the
City's wastewater collection system. This section does not create or amend, and shall not be
construed to create or amend, any established City policy(ies).
E.

Required Improvements

Tooele Associates shall construct and provide

sufficient and necessary sewer collection facilities and improvements, including but not limited
to, sewer collection lines on the Overlake Project Area in compliance with the requirements of
the City, in effect at the time of all preliminary and final subdivision plats and all site plan
approvals.
VH.

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES AND CIRCULATION SYSTEM

L

City Obligations.
A

Transportation Facilities

The City will provide to all residential and

nonresidential use areas, identified on the Development Plan, transportation service at a level
generally provided to other areas of the City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set forth
herein.
B.

Streets Plan.

The Overlake Development Plan has as a central design element, a

layout of roads and streets that seeks to; minimize the use of the private automobile, slow and
reduce traffic through residential areas, locate high traffic generating uses to the Highway
Commercial Use Area, and encourage other forms of transportation, including walking and
bicycling In support of these objectives, and with a goal of encouraging a residential and
commercial environment with a reduced dependence on the private automobile, the City accepts
the layout of "Collector" and "Sub-Collector" streets as identified on Exhibit B, consistent with
the City's adopted Transportation Master Plan, as the accepted Streets Plan for the Overlake
Project Area
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C.

Street Rights-of-Way. The City shall cooperate with Tooele Associates, as

necessary, to obtain all necessary rights-of-way located off the Overlake property, including if
necessary, and as mutually agreed by the City and Tooele Associates, the exercise of eminent
domain by the City to insure the desired location of "Collector" streets, as identified on Exhibit
B.
D.

Street Design. The City accepts the Street Design, as contained and provided in

Exhibit O, attached hereto, as the Standards for Street Design for all "Collector," and "SubCollector" Streets for the Overlake Project Area.
2.

Tooele Associates Obligations.

In recognition and consideration for the City's willingness to provide the transportation service
necessary to meet the demands of the Overlake Project Area at build-out, Tooele Associates
voluntarily agrees as follows:
A

* Streets Plan.

Overlake shall construct and provide all "Collector" and "Sub-

Collector" streets, at no cost to the City, in conformity with the adopted Overlake Streets Plan as
identified on the Development Plan, Exhibit B, as the streets plan for the Overlake Project Area
B.

Streets Rights-of-Way.

Tooele Associates shall cooperate with the City, as

necessary, to obtain all necessary rights-of-way located off the Overlake property, including if
necessary, and as mutually agreed by the City and Tooele Associates, the exercise of eminent
domain by the City to insure the desired location of "Collector" streets, as identified on the
Development Plan, Exhibit B. All costs incurred by the City to secure the necessary street rightsof-way shall be the obligation of Tooele Associates.
C.

Reimbursement Agreements. Tooele Associates, in partnership with adjoining

landowners, or acting alone, will construct all required "Collector" streets as identified on
Exhibit B. The City has an established procedure, provided in Title 7, Chapter 19, Tooele City
Code, for the equitable distribution of utility and infrastructure development costs. Tooele
Associates has the opportunity and responsibility to apply to the City, and follow the procedures
of the City, for the equitable sharing of all costs associated with the acquisition and construction
of "Collector" streets.

#
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D.

Overlake Participation in Off-Site Road Facilities

In recognition and

consideration that the City will be required to construct and provide storage ponds and lagoons,
to be provided at a cost to the City and required to receive and hold treated wastewater from the
new wastewater treatment plant, and necessary to provide sewer service and treated wastewater
for irrigation purposes to the Overlake Project Area, Tooele Associates will participate with the
City to provide required off-site transportation improvements, including required improvements
to 1000 North Street. Tooele Associates shall reimburse the City for the total cost incurred by the
City to design, construct and equip all storage ponds and lagoons, located in the Overlake Project
Area. Such reimbursement shall be made according to a reasonable schedule, as determined by
the City, for City transportation and road construction projects and/or C^ty bond obligations
related to financing of the wastewater treatment plant and storage pond4.
E.

Required Improvements.

Tooele Associates shall construct and provide

sufficient and necessary transportation facilities, including but not limited to all streets and roads
on the Overlake Project Area in compliance with the requirements of the City, in effect at the
time of all preliminary and final subdivision plats and all site plan approvals
Vm.

FLOOD CONTROL FACILITIES

1.

City Obligations.
A.

Flood Control Facilities

The City will provide to allresidential and

nonresidential use areas, identified on Exhibit B, flood control services at a level generally
provided to other areas of the City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set forth herein,
2.

Tooele Associates Obligations
A.

Required Flood Control Facilities.

Tooele Associates ^hall construct and

provide sufficient all flood control facilities necessary to serve the Overlake Project Area in
compliance with the requirements of the City or Tooele County in effect at the time of approval
of all preliminary and final subdivision plats and site plans
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IX.

POLICE AND FIRE PROTECTION

1.

City Obligation

A.
The City will provide to all residential and nonresidential use areas, identified on
Exhibit B, police and fire protection services at a level generally provided to other areas of the
City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set forth herein
2Tooele Associates Obligations.
In recognition and consideration that the City will be required to provide police and fire
protection services to the Overlake Project Area, Tooele Associates voluntarily agrees as
follows,
A
Public Safety Facilities Site Tooele Associates will deed, at no cost to the City, a
site of 2 5 acres, located in the Overlake Project Area, for the construction of police and fire
facilities The exact location of the site shall be determined by the City, in its sole discretion,
consistent with the Overlake Development Plan
B.
Payment of Public Safety Impact Fees
All preliminary and final subdivision
plats and all site plan approvals are subject to the payment of Public Safety Impact Fees, in effect
and generally applicable to other development within the City, payable at the time of building
permit issuance
X.

PARK AND OPEN SPACE AREAS

1

City Obligations

A
Park Facilities The City will provide to all residential and nonresidential use
areas, identified on Exhibit B, park and recreational services at a level generally provided to
other areas of the City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set forth herein
B
Use of Park and Recreation Impact Fees
As permitted, and as practical, the
City will use Park and Recreation Impact Fees, imposed on all preliminary and final subdivision
plats and all site plan approvals for areas within the Overlake Project Area, and collected at time
of building permit issuance, to improve park areas located within the Overlake Project Area
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2.

Tooele Associates Obligations.

In recognition and consideration that the City will be required to provide and improve park and
recreational amenities, as practical, within the Overtake Project Area, Tooele Associates
voluntarily agrees as follows,
A

Park Sites

Tooele Associates will provide and deditate to the City, at a total

cost to the City of $5,000 per acre, 150 acres of land within the Overtake Project Area for parks,
including regional and neighborhood parks, at locations and si*es as determined appropriate by
the City, in its sole discretion, but as generally identified on Exhibit B.
B.

Golf Course

To add open space amenity to the Overtake Project Area, and to

{KWfcfe a special use part, Tooele Associates will construct a Golf Course, to be available to the
public (including residents of the City and others) but privately owned and operated, on
approximately 258 acres, at the location as generally identified on Exhibit B
C

Payment of Park and Recreation Impact Fees

All1 preliminary and final

subdivision plats and all site plan approvals are subject to the payment of Park Facility Impact
Feesa in effect and generally applicable to other development \yithin the City, payable at the time
of bqjlding permit issuance.
XI.

PUBLIC FACILITIES AND AMENITIES

1-

City Obligations
A.

Public Facilities and Amenities

The City v/ill provide to all residential and

nonresidential use areas, identified on Exhibit B, public facilities and services at a level generally
provided to other areas of the City, subject to Tooele Associates obligations as set forth herein.
2"

Tooele Associates Obligations

In recognition and consideration that the City will be required to provide public facilities and
services to the Overtake Project Area, Tooele Associates voluntarily agrees as follows;
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A.

Public Facility Sites Tooele Associates will deed to the City, at no cost to the

City, a site, or sites, of a total of seven (7) acres, at locations and sizes as determined appropriate
by the City, in consultation with Tooele Associates, for the provision of public facilities as
determined necessary by the City.
B-

School Sites

As identified generally on Exhibit B, Tooele Associates will set

aside for purchase by the Tooele County School District, at prices to be negotiated, sites for, one
(1) High School of 41 acres, one (1) Institute site, of six (6) acres, the exact location to be
identified, one (1) middle school, of twenty (20) acres, and three (3) elementary school sites of
ten (10) acres each.
C.

Revision to Proposed Locations of Schools and Churches

As the location of

school and church sites is a central design feature of the Overlake Development Plan, any
revisions to proposed school or church locations shall be considered an amendment to the
Overlake Development Plan, and this Agreement, and will be reviewed and considered by
following the procedures for Amendment, as identified herein. However, the siting and location
of additional schools and churches shall not require an amendment to the Overlake Development
Plan, or this Agreement, but are required to comply with the approval procedures as identified in
Section 111(B) of this Agreement.
XH.

PARK, OPEN SPACE, TRAIL AND BUFFER AREA MAINTENANCE

1

City Obligations
A

City Parle Open Space. Trail and Buffer Areas

For all Park, Open Space,

Trail and Buffer Areas, dedicated or accepted by the City, the maintenance of these areas shall be
the responsibility of the City.
B.

Establishment of the North Tooele City Special Maintenance Area/District.

The Overlake Development Plan identifies various areas of Park, Open Space, Trail and
Buffer Areas For areas that are not dedicated or accepted by the City, as part of its park system
and for which City maintenance will be provided, these areas shall be maintained by the North
Tooele City Special Maintenance Area or Maintenance District, whichever is most applicable
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under the laws of the State of Utah. The City and Tooele Associates will cooperate together to
establish the North Tooele City Special Maintenance Area/District. All costs incurred by the City
to establish the North Tooele City Special Maintenance Area/District shall be the obligation of
Tooele Associates.
2.

Tooele Associates Obligations,
A.

Park, Open Space. Trail and Buffer Areas.

The maintenance of all Park, Open

Space, Trail and Buffer Areas, not appropriate for dedication or acceptance by the City, for City
provided maintenance, shall be the responsibility of the North Tooele City Special Maintenance
Area/District. All property and property-owners within the Overtake Project Area shall be
included within, and subject to the requirements of the North Tooele City Special Maintenance
Area/District.
B.

Establishment of North Tooele City Special Maintenance Area/District

The

Overlake Development Plan identifies various areas of Park, Open Space, Trail and Buffer
Areas. For areas not dedicated or accepted by the City, for City provided maintenance, these
areas shall be maintained by the North Tooele City Special Maintenance Area or Maintenance
District, whichever is most applicable under the laws of the State of Utah The City and Tooele
Associates shall cooperate together to establish the North Tooele City Special Maintenance
Area/District. All costs incurred by the City to initially establish the North Tooele City Special
Maintenance Area/District shall be the obligation of Tooele Associates.
XHL TIMING OF TOOELE ASSOCIATES DEDICATIONS, PROVISION OF
EASEMENTS, LAND DONATIONS, OTHER ACTIONS
All dedications, easements, and land donations, included within a subdivision plat or site plan
and required by Tooele Associates in favor of the City, under the terms of this Agreement, shall
be provided to the City, at the time of final plat or site plan approval, or if required earlier by the
City then within sixty (60) days from the date of notification as provided by the City to Tooele
Associates. With respect to land donations provided earlier than final plat or site plan approval,
the City shall commence site design and site improvements within 180 days from the date of
receipt of such lands.
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XIV.

ANNEXATION AGREEMENT AND LAND APPLICATION
AGREEMENT/FUNDING AGREEMENT TO REMAIN IN EFFECT

By way of an Annexation Agreement, executed on the 15th day of November, 1995, attached
hereto, as Exhibit M, the City agreed to annex portions of the Overlake Project Area, and owned
by Tooele Associates, to within the corporate boundaries of the City. The Annexation
Agreement, Exhibit M, is incorporated herein by reference, and all terms and obligations of said
Agreement, shall remain in effect, except as modified by this Agreement.
By way of a Land Application Agreement/Funding Agreement, executed on the 1st day of June,
1996, attached hereto, as Exhibit N, the City and Tooele Associates entered into an Agreement
related to the construction and funding of a wastewater treatment facility, the purchase of
wastewater effluent discharged from the wastewater facility, and other hems. The Land
Application Agreement/Funding Agreement, Exhibit N, is incorporated herein by reference, and
all terms and obligations of said Agreement shall remain in effect, except as modified by this
Agreement
XV.

FURTHER ASSURANCES

Each party hereto shall take all further acts reasonably necessary in order to cany out the intent
and purposes of this Agreement and the actions contemplated hereby All provisions and
requirements of this Agreement will be carried out by each party as allowed by law.
XVI.

RESERVED LEGISLATIVE POWERS

Nothing in this Agreement shall limit the future exercise of the police power by the City in
enacting zoning, subdivision, development, policies, ordinances and other regulations after the
effective date of this Agreement, provided, however, that in no case shall the future exercise of
the City in enacting said ordinances and regulations limit or change in any manner the allowed
density, uses, configuration, and rights granted by this Agreement. Tooele Associates
understands that they are required to comply with future changes, amendments or revisions to
City ordinances and regulations which do not change the use, density and configuration, as
identified by this Agreement, for the Overlake Project Area
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If the City, in its legislative power, imposes a Moratorium on development for a compelling and
countervailing public purpose, all obligations required by Tooele Associates, under the terms of
this Agreement, shall be suspended and held in abeyance for the duration of the Moratorium, as
enacted by the City.
XVn. COMPLIANCE WITH THE TOOELE CITY REQUIREMENTS AND
STANDARDS
Tooele Associates expressly acknowledge that nothing in the Agreement shall be deemed to
relieve Tooele Associates from its obligations to comply with all applicable requirements of the
City necessary for approval and recordation of subdivision plats and site plans for the Overtake
Project Area, in effect at the time of development approval, including the payment of fees, the
approval of subdivision plats and site plans, the approval of building permits and construction
permits, and compliance with all applicable ordinances, resolutions, policies and procedures of
the City
XVEQL ASSIGNMENT
Neither this Agreement nor any of the provisions, terms or conditions hereof can be assigned to
any other party, individual or entity without assigning the rights as well as the obligations under
this Agreement, and without the prior written consent of the City, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld Said assignments shall be subject to review by the City which is intended
to provide that the assignee is of sufficient financial ability to assume the {provisions, terms, and
conditions of this Agreement If the City determines that the assignee does not have sufficient
financial ability to assume and fully carry out the provisions, terms and conditions of this
Agreement, a portion of this Agreement may still be assigned but Tooele Associates shall remain
responsible for the performance of all obligations of this Agreement.
The rights of the City under this Agreement shall not be assigned.
XIX. AGREEMENT TO RUN WITH THE LAND
This Agreement shall be recorded against the property described in Exhibitl A hereto and shall be
deemed to run with the land
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XX.

NO JOINT VENTURE, PARTNERSHIP OR THIRD PARTY RIGHTS

This Agreement does not create and joint venture, partnership, undertaking or business
arrangement between the parties hereto, nor any rights or benefits to third parties.
XXI. MERGER AND AMENDMENT
This Agreement, together with all Exhibits hereto, which are incorporated herein by reference,
constitutes the entire Agreement between the City and Tooele Associates and supersedes any
prior understandings, agreements or representations verbal or written. This Agreement shall not
be amended except in written form, signed and executed by the Mayor on behalf of the City, "
after approval by the City Council, and after the receipt of a Planning Commission
recommendation for any amendments to Exhibits B - K, and by Tooele Associates through its
authorized representative.
X X H GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Utah.
XXHLTERM OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be for a period often (10) years following the date of signing by the City
and Tooele Associates, with an option to extend the Agreement for an additional ten (10) years if
the terms of the Agreement have been substantially complied with, unless the Agreement is
terminated earlier or its term modified by amendment to this Agreement, as provided herein.
XXIV. SEVERABILITY
If any part or provision of this Agreement is held to be unconstitutional, invalid or unenforceable
by a court of competent jurisdiction such adjudgement shall not affect any other parts or
provisions of this Agreement all of which shall remain in full force and effect.
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DSf WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement by their authonzed
representatives effective as of the day first wntten above

TOOELE CITY CORPORATION

ATTEST

Jj^Jk,
TATRICKH DUNtAVY
CITY RECORDED

ATTEST,

%

t

IAYOR

TOOELE ASSOCIATES
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP,
A Washington Limited Partnership

&

3WD HALI
GENERAL PARTNER

^
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AMENDMENT #4 TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
FOR OVERLAKE PROJECT AREA
THIS AMENDMENT #4 to the DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR OYEKLAKE
PROJECT AREA ("Amendment") is made and entered into by and between TOOELE CITY
CORPORATION, a Utah municipal corporation and political subdivision (the "City"), and
TOOELE ASSOCIATES, L.P., a Washington state limited partnership authorized to do business
in Utah ("Associates'7)- The City and Associates are sometimes colleqtively referred to as the
"Parties/*
RECITALS
A.
Associates is the developer of a Master Planned Community known as Overlake
consisting of approximately 2,761 acres of real property located in Tooele City, Utah.
B.
On or about November 15, 1995, the Parties enterjed into an Annexation
Agreement wherein, among other things, the City agreed to annex sora£ of Associates* property
in exchange for Associates' agreement to convey to the City 30 acres for construction of a new
wastewater treatment plant, transfer to the City 686 acre feet of water, set aside 584 acres for
public uses, and grant easements to the City covering approximately 25 acres for connection
lines to the new treatment plant.
C.
On or about June 1, 1996, the Parties entered irjto a Land Application
Agreement/Funding Agreement wherein, among other things, Associates agreed to bear the
entire cost of constructmg a new golf course at Overlake and certain storage ponds to hold
treated wastewater from the new treatment plant.
D.
On or about December 18, 1997, the City and Associates entered into an agreement
entitled "Development Agreement For Overlake Project Area " (the "Development Agreement").
The Development Agreement provides, among other things, that the City will "bear all costs
associated with the design and construction of [a] new wastewater treatment plant, including
advanced treatment facilities and all storage ponds required to receive treatment plant effluent."
(See Development Agreement, ^ VI(1)(B)). In turn, Associates agreed to "reimburse the City for
the total cost incurred by the City to design, construct and equip all storage ponds . . . located in
the Overlake Project Area" (See Development Agreement, 1 VU(2)(D|)).
E.
The Development Agreement has been amended by th£ mutual agreement of the
Parties on three occasions.
F.
Subsequent to the execution of the Development Agreement, Associates conveyed
to the City the land on which the storage ponds would be located in Order for the City to apply
for certain federal cost-sharing reimbursement grants to offset the costs of designing and
constructing the new wastewater treatment and reuse system, including the storage ponds. The
land conveyed to the City for the storage ponds was originally estimated to consist of 66 acres,
but through design changes comprised a total of approximately 75 acres. The City received the
federal grant monies for which it applied.
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G.
After constructing the new wastewater treatment and reuse system, the City
requested that Associates reimburse the City for the costs,of designing and constructing the
storage ponds. Associates disputed the amount of the requested reimbursement.
H.
On October 9, 2001, in an effort to resolve the Parties* dispute concerning
reimbursement for the costs of the storage ponds, the Parties and their respective agents and
attorneys met together for a mediation in which the Honorable Gordon Hall, retired Chief Justice
of the Utah Supreme Court, served as the Mediator.
I.
At the mediation, the Parties reached consensus on an arrangement that both
resolves the Parties' dispute regarding cost reimbursement for the storage ponds and provides the
City with a secondary water system that will assist the City in meeting the water supply needs of
residents in Tooele Valley in a cost-effective manner for the City. The Parties desire to set forth
in writing the terms of their agreement and resolve their claims and disputes by amending the
Development Agreement in accordance with the provisions set forth below.
AGREEMENT
NOW, therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants and obligations contained
herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree to amend the Development Agreement as follows:
1.
Secondary Water System. Associates shall convey, by Bill of Sale, its secondary water
system to the City for ihc City to own and operate. The phrase "secondary water system" shall
include, but not be limited to, all trunk lines, transmission lines, distribution lines, lateral stubs,
valves, pumps, and other associated and incidental facilities. The Bill of Sale shall be delivered
at Closing and shall enumerate all items included in the secondary water system.
2.
Easements. Where elements of the secondary water system are located on property
owned by Associates or an affiliate of Associates, Associates shall convey reasonable easements
sufficient to adequately access and maintain the secondary water system. Associates shall pay
survey and document preparation costs for these easements. Should Associates desire an
easement agreement, it may prepare a draft agreement and present the agreement to the City for
negotiated discussion and City Council approval.
3.
Purchase Price. In exchange for the conveyance of the secondary water system and
easements, the City shall pay to Associates the sum of $1,093,719.00, comprised of the
following amounts at Closing (as defined in Paragraph 17 hereof):
(a)
$322,725.00, representing the actual, documented costs incurred by Associates to
install the trunk distribution lines of the secondary water system, without interest; and,
(b)
$770,994 00, being 85.0% of $907,052.00, which latter sum represents the actual
costs incurred to install the existing distribution lines and existing connection stubs in Overlake
Phases 1A, IB, 1C, ID, IE, 1G, and U, without interest.
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4.
Cost Verification. As a condition precedent to Closing, Associates shall provide
verification of the costs referenced in Paragraphs 2(a) and 2(b) no less than ten (10) working
days prior to Closing.
5.
Land Acquisition Waiver and Release. Associates shall not seek any additional
compensation from the City for the value of the approximately 75 acres that it conveyed to the
City for the storage ponds or for any easements related to the secondary water system conveyed
to the City prior to, subsequent to, or as part of Closing.
6.
System Completion Hold Harmless. The City shall hold Associates harmless for all costs
related to completing the water delivery system to the existing lots. All considerations with
respect to the completion of the secondary water system shall be within the City's discretion.
This Section 6 shall not relieve Associates' warranty obligations.
7.
Reimbursement for Future Distribution Lines. Associates, at its cost, shall install all "inplat" secondary water distribution and connection lines for all fiiture residential lots, nonresidential lots, and irrigated green/open spaces, both public and private, within the Overlake
Master Planned Community. The City shall reimburse Associates for the actual, documented
costs of such installation on a per-connection basis, at the time the secondary water utility
connection fees are paid for a given connection. To ease the City's administrative burden, the
City may pay all reimbursements due on a quarterly basis. The City shall pay for all other costs
associated with the secondary water delivery system, except for repair or replacement costs paid
by Associates pursuant to Section 9, herein.
8.
Purchase of Secondary Water. Paragraph V(2)(B) of the Development Agreement is
hereby amended to provide that Associates shall be entitled to purchase secondary water from
the City at a rate equal to the City's actual production and delivery costs, which costs are
anticipated to be approximately $20 per acre-foot of water. The City shall invoice Associates on
a quarterly basis, based upon actual secondary water meter readings. Associates shall pay all
invoices within thirty days of issuance.
9.
Engineering Documents. The City shall have a right to examine and reproduce any and
all studies, reports, and other documents associated with the design, engineering, construction,
and inspection of any and all portions of the secondary water system installed to date. Tooele
Associates hereby consents to this right.
10.

Warranty.

(a)
As of the date of Closing, Associates hereby provides a one-year warranty in
favor of the City on all trunk lines, transmission lines, and distribution lines acquired by the City
under this Amendment.
(b)
All infrastructure installed pursuant to Section 7 herein shall be included in the
definition of public improvements for purposes of Tooele City Code 7-19-12. Associates shall
warrant all public improvements installed by Associates pursuant to Section 7 herein for a period
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of one-year following inspection and City Council acceptance of the public improvements. {See
Tooele City Code 7-19-35.)
11.
Mutual Release. The Parties and their respective partners, representatives, affiliates,
heirs, successors, assigns, employees, agents, and attorneys hereby forever release and discharge
each oiher from any and all claims, demands, liabilities, costs, expenses, or rights of action of
any kind or character arising out of Associate's agreement to reimburse the City for the costs of
designing, constructing, and equipping the storage ponds under Paragraph VU(2)(D) of the
Development Agreement. By virtue of this provision, the City acknowledges that Associates
will have no further obligation to reimburse the City for the costs of the storage ponds.
12.
Water Quality. The City shall be responsible for the discharge of all wastewater
treatment plant effluent, and in doing so, agrees to comply with all applicable local, state, and
federal laws and regulations for water quality standards and controls. (See Paragraphs V.LH.
and V.2.G. of the Development Agreement.)
13.
Fees and Costs. The Parties shall bear their own costs and attorneys fees associated with
resolving the dispute concerning reimbursement of the costs of the storage ponds and preparing
this Amendment.
14.
Entire Agreement. This Amendment sets forth the entire agreement of the Parties and
cannot be altered or amended except pursuant to an instrument in writing signed by the Parties.
The Parties acknowledge that, except as expressly stated in this Amendment, they (and their
agents, employees, attorneys, or representatives) have not made any statements or
representations to each other regarding any fact or belief relied upon in entering into this
Amendment.
15.
Development Agreement.
Except as directly modified herein, the Development
Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.
16.
Approval by City Council. By authorizing one of its officials to sign this Amendment,
the City represents that the terms and provisions of this Amendment have been reviewed and
approved by the City Council of Tooele City in accordance with the proper exercise of the City's
legislative power.
17.
Closing. No more than twenty (20) days following the City's execution of this
Amendment, and in any event no later than November 21, 2001, the parties shall meet at a
mutually agreeable location to exchange the following items and to complete the transactions
contemplated in this Amendment (the "Closing"):
(a)
Associates shall execute and deliver to the City a Bill of Sale conveying the
secondary water system and easements to the City, together with a complete list of the items
included in the secondary water system being conveyed to the City;
(b)
The City shall deliver payment to Associates for the entire sum of the City's
payment obligations, as enumerated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) of this Amendment.
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18.
Mediator's Charges. The Parties shall each pay one-half (1/2) of the billing statement of
the Mediator, the Honorable Gordon Hall.
19.
Assignment. This Amendment shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the Parties
and their heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns. This Amendment may be
assigned only pursuant to the terms of Paragraph XVTU of the Development Agreement.
20.
Dispute Resolution. Any dispute arising hereunder shall be referred to non-binding
mediation with a neutral mediator consented to by the Parties, whose consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Each party agrees to pay one-half (1/2) of the mediator's fees and costs.
21.
Attorney's Fees. In any dispute arising out of this Amendment, the prevailing party shall
be entitled to payment of its attorneys1 fees by the non-prevailing party, whether resolved
through Litigation or binding arbitration.
22.
Signature Authorization. Each individual executing this Amendment hereby represents
and warrants to the other party that he has been duly authorized to execute and deliver this
Amendment in his capacity as the person or entity for which he signs.
23.
Originals and Duplicates. This Amendment may be executed in any number of
counterparts, whether by facsimile or otherwise, each of which when so executed and delivered,
shall be deemed an original; and all such counterparts together shall constitute one and the same
instrument
24.
Miscellaneous. The Parties agree to execute such additional documents or instruments as
may be necessary to carry out the terms and provisions of this Amendment.
WHEREFORE, this Amendment is effective as of the date of| the last signature affixed
hereto.
TOOELE CITY

By/^4^

Date:

//-/&'

TOOELE ASSOCIATES

itsJ^TCL^T

f^frngi

V^r^
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OVERLAKE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
EXHIBIT N
LAND APPLICATION AGREEMENT/FUNDING AGREEMENT
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LAND APPLICATION AGREEMENT/
FUNDING AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this ( ^ day o i v ^ V ^ ^ x ^
, 1996, by
and between the City of Tooele, Utah, a municipal corporation, hWeinafter referred to as
the CITY, and Tooele Associates LLC, a Washington Limited Liability Corporation,
hereinafter referred to as ASSOCIATES.

WHEREAS, the CITY has previously agreed to construct a wastewater treatment facility
on property formally owned by ASSOCIATES; and
WHEREAS, ASSOCIATES has previously agreed to purchase and store wastewater
effluent discharged from the CITY'S new wastewater treatment facility;
NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants set forth herein, the parties
agree as follows:

ARTICLE I
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE WATER REGULATIONS
1-1
The CITY shall comply with all applicable Federal and State of Utah Division Of
Water Quality laws and regulations related to operation and maintenance of the
wastewater treatment facility and discharge of wastewater effluent to ASSOCIATES.
1-2
The CITY shall make available to ASSOCIATES all written documentation
related to compliance with federal and state water quality laws.
1-3
The CITY will provide written notification to ASSOCIATES within 48 hours of
any communication from federal or state agencies alleging non-compliance with existing
regulations.
1-4
The CITY shall promptly, without cost to ASSOCIATES, make uecessaiy repairs
and maintenance to the wastewater treatment facility or discharge equipment to correct
any deficiencies noted by federal or state regulatory agencies.
1-5
Beyond the point of discharge, ASSOCIATES shall comply with all applicable
Federal and State of Utah Division Of Water Quality laws and regulations related to the
use of treated wastewater.
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1-6
ASSOCIATES shall provide the CITY with all writtea documentation related to
comphance from federal and state agencies, including the State of Utah Division Of Water
Quality, that have regulatory jurisdiction over the ASSOCIATES use of treated
wastewater effluent, within 30 days of receipt by the ASSOCIATES
1-7
ASSOCIATES will provide written notification to the CITY within 48 hours of
any communication from federal or state agencies alleging non-compliance on the part of
ASSOCIATES
1-8
ASSOCIATES shall promptly, without cost to the CITY, make necessary repairs
and maintenance to the distribution system wastewater treatment facility or discharge
equipment beyond the point of discharge, to correct deficiencies noted by federal or state
regulatory agencies

ARTICLE D
TERM
2-1
The term of this lease shall be twenty (20) yeais with fdur options to renew
subject to the terms herein
2-2
The commencement date shall be the 1st day of January 1998, or at such tune as
the City begins discharge of treated wastewater, whichever occurs later in time
2-3
Termination of the initial term shall occur on the 1st day of January 2018, unless
sooner terminated as provided herein
2-4
ASSOCIATES shall provide written notice to the CITY of its intention to exercise
its option to renew twelve (12) months prior to the expiration df the then current lease
term, provided that*
(a)

any option to renew will be subject to mutual written agreement of the
treated wastewater rate to be charged ASSOCIATES by the CITY for the
option period,

(b)

each option to renew shall be for a term of five ^5) years; and,

(c)
provided that neither ASSOCIATES nor the CITY is in default on this
AGREEMENT
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ARTICLE m
CONSIDERATION
3-1
Purchase of treated wastewater by ASSOCIATES from the CITY shall be based
on the fair market value, as mutually agreed upon by ASSOCIATES and the CITY, for
the volume and quality of the treated wastewater discharged by the CITY.
3-2
The fair market value shall be determined by mutual agreement prior to January 1,
1998, or the initial date of discharge by the CITY, whichever occurs at the later date, and
shall be redetermined after each five (5) year period of this AGREEMENT.
3-3
ASSOCIATES shall pay, in advance, on January 1 of each calendar year, the
annual cost to purchase, under the terms of this agreement, the treated wastewater. The
volume of tieated wastewater to be purchased by ASSOCIATES shall be estimated for
each calendar year, based on independent engineers' estimates, such engineers' estimates
to be mutually agreed to by ASSOCIATES and the CITY. Adjusted payments or credits
shall be paid within thirty (30) days written notice by the CITY based on independent
engineers' confirmed actual volume for tho prior lease year. ASSOCIATES shall bear the
cost of obtaining the independent engineers' estimates
3-4
ASSOCIATES shall receive a credit, to be applied pro-ratably over the initial term
of this AGREEMENT in the amount of funds paid by ASSOCIATES for construction of
advanced wastewater treatment facilities, provided however, that the actual
ASSOCIATES annual cash payments for treated wastewater are equal to or greater than
the CITY'S annual budget for operation and maintenance of the advanced treatment
faculties. Such budget shall be determined by independent engineers and mutually agreed
upon by ASSOCIATES and the CITY.
3-5
In the event that the annual purchase amount is not paid within thirty (30) days of
die due date, ASSOCIATES shall pay a late fee equal to Ten Dollars ($10.00) per day.
3-6
It is anticipated that the CITY shall construct its wastewater treatment facihty with
funds provided by a BOND. The CITY shall use annual funds paid by ASSOCIATES for
treated wastewater as a source of revenue for payment of the BOND. Furthermore,
ASSOCIATES acknowledges and consents to the assignment of annual purchase
payraeuts for that purpose and agrees that, in case of a default by the CITY, under the
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terms and conditions of the BOND, ASSOCIATES shall make annual purchase payments
to the Bondholder.

ARTICLE IV
POINT OF DISCHARGE
4-1
"Point of discharge" shall be defined as the point at whioh the treated effluent
leaves City property and enters property owned by Associates.
4-2
The CITY shall provide treated wastewater, under the terms and conditions
specified in this AGREEMENT at a mutually agreed upon point of discharge. Such point
of discharge shall establish the point at which ownership of the treated wastewatei is
transferred from the CITY to ASSOCIATES.
4-3
The CITY shall be responsible for all installation operating costs, including
maintenance and repairs, for all facilities located within property owned by the CITY, up
to the point of discharge.
4-4
ASSOCIATES shall be responsible for all installation and operating costs,
including maintenance and repairs, for all facilities located within property not owned by
the CITY, up to the point of discharge.

ARTICLE V
ENTRY AND INSPECTION
5-1
The CITY shall have the right of entry, during normal business hours, to inspect,
upon ASSOCIATES property, the storage and use of treated wastewater purchased by
ASSOCIATES from the CITY to insure compliance with all federal and state water
regulations.
5-2
ASSOCIATES shall have the right of entry, during nonbal business hours, to
inspect, upon the CITY property, the treatment and discharge of waste produced by the
CITY'S wastewater treatment facility and related storage and discharge of the wastewater
to insure compliance with all federal and state water regulations^
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ARTICLE VI
ASSIGNMENT AND SUBLETTING
6-1
ASSOCIATES shall not assign their interest or obligations in this AGREEMENT,
nor any part thereof without the prior written consent of the CITY
6-2

Consent to assignment shall not be unreasonably withheld by the CITY.

ARTICLE VH
DEFAULT
7-1
A breach of any of the provisions of this AGREEMENT shall be a breach of the
entire AGREEMENT, and the breaching party shall be in default of the AGREEMENT
The non-defauting party shall provide the defaulting party ten days to cure any default. If
the default is not cured within ten days, the non-defaulting party may cure the default and
bill the defaulting party for the cost of the curing the default.

ARTICLE Vffl
INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE
8-1
The CITY shall indemnify and hold harmless ASSOCIATES for damages or claims
resulting from discharge from the wastewater treatment plant of wastewater effluent not in
compliance with federal or state regulations.
8-2
ASSOCIATES shall indemnify and hold harmless the CITY for damages or claims
resulting from its distribution, after receiving the notice required in Article 1-3 of this
AGREEMENT, of wastewater effluent not in compliance with federal or state regulations
8-3
ASSOCIATES shall provide any and all insurance for its employees as required by
federal and Utah law.
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8-4
Prior to beginning construction, ASSOCIATES shall provide evidence of having
obtained a surety or other bond sufficient to cover the cost of completing construction on
its 18-hole golf course and containment ponds, as approved b^ the Tooele City
Engineering Department and Planning Commission.

ARTICLE DC
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
9-1
Any disputes arising from this AGREEMENT shall be ta|ken before a mutually agreed
upon mediator. The recommendations of the mediator shall not be binding, but the parties
shall make a good faith effort to adhere to said recommendations. Should a party reject the
recommendations of the mediator, either party may proceed ap permitted by law.
9-2
Each party shall bear its own costs and attorneys fees in any mediation proceedings.
Should mediation be rejected by a party, both parties may seek those remedies permitted by
law.

ARTICLE X
FUNDING OBLIGATIONS
11-1 ASSOCIATES shall purchase from the CITY all of u^ to 2.25 million gallons per
day of treated wastewater effluent discharged from the new wastewater treatment plant to
be built by the CITY.
11-2 The purchased wastewater effluent shall be used upon a public golf course and in
storage ponds constructed as part of the golf course. ASSOCIATES shall bear the entire
cost of constructing the golf course and effluent storage ponds as part of the cost of its
development. Effluent received in excess of golf course and storage pond capacity may be
used by ASSOCIATES for other purposes not hi violation of any Federal or State laws or
regulations. ASSOCIATES shall bear the costs of implementing this use.
11-3 ASSOCIATES shall construct a water main line according to specifications
provided by the CITY, such line connecting existing CITY water service to the new
wastewater treatment plant. The CITY shall reimburse ASSOCIATES for one-half of the
cost of construction at a rate to be mutually agreed upon in writing.
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11-4 The CITY shall bear the cost of designing and constructing the wastewater
treatment plant, with the exception of the costs of the design and construction of advanced
wastewater treatment faciHties, which cost shall be bom by ASSOCIATES. The advanced
wastewater treatment facilities are those which make the plant effluent suitable for
irrigation. The CITY shall bear the cost of designing and constructing all other fixtures
and faciHties associated with the wastewater treatment plant and located on property
owned by the CITY. ASSOCIATES shaH bear the cost of designing and constnictiag all
fixtures and faciHties associated with the wastewater treatment plant effluent and located
on property not owned by the CITY.
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TOOELE ASSOCIATES

WHALL

\
\

ATTEST:

TOOELE CITY CORPORATION

PATRICK DUNIJAVY, City Recorder

JRANTL PENDLETON, Mayor

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

ss
)

COUN^arfSoELE

/ ^ The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
'ffi^'&*- day of
\A{IL
> *996 by Mayor Grant L Pendleton and Patrick Dunlavy,
Toofete QtyJififift

*Y f '»

SUELCAStAS
Notary Pubfic
STATE Of UTAH
Comm. Expire AUG 27.1P98
<W NO MAIN TOOCIEUT 64074
^ 'f

STATE OF UTAH

)
*ss

COUNTY OF TOOELE

)

'auaa^
NOTARY PUBLIC

-\ The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this
Jlf/f^l
, 1996 by Drew Hall for Tooele Associates
.,i

//^~

day of

^V*i,*»

<3l€lCASA3
, Notary
PUb*c
foryPUb*c
StATEOf
Comm. Expire
VONOMAmgOOg

1

' f/jM//.(
//MMA^
NOTARY PUBLIC
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State of Utah
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
DIVISION OF WATER QUALITY

Dianne R. Nielson, Ph D
Executive Director
Don A. Ostler, P.E
lector

1
|
j
I

288 North 1460 West
P.O. Box 144870
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-4870
(801)538-6146
(801) 538-6016 Fax
(8 0l )5 36^4l4T.D.D.
, t t , „, .
www.deqjjtatcut.us Web

AllgUSt 2 3 , 1 9 9 9

iJJTSS^
dainnan

K.C. Shaw, P.E.
Vice Chairman
n ^ „ AJ
Robert G.Adams
D
K„ J \ " ) ™ * f
Ray M. Child, C.P.A.
^\°!^*$Z
^
^
I
^
Ronald C Suns, Ph.D.
«>,«-«.
Douglas E. Thompson, Mayor
J. Ann Wechsler
William R. Williams
Executive Secretary

Mr. Gerald Webster, City Engineer
Tooele City Corporation
90 North Main
Tooele, Utah 84074-2192
Subject:

Utah SRF Loan No. 111, Tooele City
Wastewater Reuse Storage Lakes, Liner Test Results

Dear Mr. Webster:
We have reviewed the quality control liner test results for the above referenced project which were
submitted to our office by Forsgren Associates.
The acceptability of the lake liner construction is governed by two separate criteria. The first is the
Revised Construction Permit issued by the Division of Water Quality on December 22, 1998.
Condition 4 of this permit states that the potential impacts of the reuse project to ground water would
be considered de minimis and a groundwater permit would not be required if construction of the
facility met State of Utah design requirements. R-317-3-13.E, Utah Administrative Code, requires
that the hydraulic conductivity of the constructed lake liner not exceed 1.0 x 10"6 cm/sec as
demonstrated by field and laboratory tests (The 3,675 x lO^cm/sec requirement stated in the cover
letter ofthe submitted report is incorrect). Summary Table 1 ofthe submitted report indicates that two
tests, 5-1 and 6-3, failed to meet this requirement. The remaining tests met the permeability
requirements of the regulation. Permeability tests 5-1 and 6-3 were tests taken in lakes 5 and 6
respectively.
The second criteria for acceptability ofthe lake liners is the contract documents for the project which
require a permeability of 1.0 x 10"7 cm/sec. This criteria was set by Tooele City to minimize the loss
of water through the liner and was not a condition of Construction Permit issued by the Division of
Water Quality. Eighteen of the permeability tests failed to meet this requirement and included one or
more tests performed on all ofthe lakes except lakes 1, 8,10,11 and 16.
Based on the testing information submitted, construction ofthe lake liners for lakes 1 thru 4 and 7 thru
17 meets State Regulations and would be approvable based on the first criteria. The liners of lakes
5 and 6 are not approvable and will require either additional rework and testing or testing to
demonstrate compliance with the regulations. The rework and testing option would consist of
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reworking the liner material in the area of the failing tests and retesting that area to demonstrate
compliance. The testing only option would consist of full scale water balance testing to demonstrate
that the losses through the liner do not exceed the requirements of the regulations. If full scale testing
failed to demonstrate compliance, reworking and retesting of the entire liner may be required.
Since the second criteria for the acceptability of the lake liners was set by Tooele City, we defer to
the City for this determination. It would appear, however, that since project requirements were not
met by the contractor, some consideration to the City is due by the contractor.
If you have any questions concerning this issue, please feel free to contact me at 538-6n4.

Sincerely,

Br^to Atwood, P.E.
Construction Assistance Section
BA:
cc:

Forsgren Associates

U\W0\ENG_WQ\BATWOOD\PROJECTS\TOOELE\LINERAPP 1 .LTR
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inches (7.6 centimeters) must consist of gravel 1/8 inch to 1/4
inch (3.18 to 6.35 millimeters) in size. The remaining layer of
gravel below the top 3-inch (7.6 centimeters) layer may be 3/4 to
1 inch (1.9 to 2.5 centimeters) in size.
2.
Sand.
The top course placed above the gravel should
consist of at least 6 to 9 inches (15.2 to 22.9 centimeters) of
clean coarse sand. The finished sand surface should be level.
3. Underdrains. Underdrains should be clay pipe or concrete
drain tile at least 4 inches (10.2 centimeters) in diameter laid
with open joints. Underdrains should be spaced not more than 20
feet (6.1 meters) apart. Underdramage should be returned to the
process with raw or settled sewage.
4.
Partially Paved Type. The partially paved drying bed
should be designed with consideration for the space requirement to
operate mechanical equipment for removing the dried sludge. Paving
must positively slope to the underdrains.
5. Containment Walls. Walls should be water-tight and extend
15 to 18 inches (38 to 46 centimeters) above and at least 6 inches
(15 centimeters) below the surface of the drying bed. Outer walls
should be curbed to prevent soil from washing onto the beds.
6. Sludge Removal. Not less than two beds should be provided
and they should be arranged to facilitate sludge removal. Paved
truck tracks should be provided for all percolation-type sludge
beds.
7.
Sludge Feed Line. The sludge pipe to the drying beds
should terminate at least 12 inches (30.5 centimeters) above the
floor surface and be so arranged that it will drain into the bed.
Concrete splash blocks should be provided at sludge discharge
points.
9.8.
Other Sludge Treatment Methods.
Other methods for
sludge dewatering, treatment, and stabilization will be considered
by the executive secretary based on such factors as the need,
suitability
of
application
and
process,
reliability
and
flexibility, etc.
R317-3-10. Lagoons.
10.1. Lagoon Siting
A. Distance from Habitation. A lagoon should be sited as far
as practicable, with a minimum of 1/4 mile (0.4 kilometer), from
areas developed for residential or commercial or institutional
purposes or may be developed for such purposes within a foreseeable
future. Site characteristics such as topography, prevailing wind
direction, forests, etc., must be considered in siting the lagoon.
B. Prevailing Winds. The lagoon should be sited where the
direction of local prevailing winds is towards uninhabited areas.
C.
Surface Runoff.
The lagoon should not be sited in
watersheds receiving significant amounts of storm-water runoff.
Storm-water runoff should be diverted around the lagoon and protect
lagoon embankments from erosion.
D.
Hydrology and hydrogeology.
Close proximity to water
supplies and other facilities subject to wastewater contamination
should be avoided in siting the lagoon. A minimum separation of
four (4) feet (1.2 meters) between the bottom of the lagoon and the

iw

maximum ground water elevation should be maintained,
E. Geology
1.
The lagoon shall not be located in areas which may be
subjected to karstification, i.e., sink holes or underground
streams generally occurring in area underlain by porous limestone
or dolomite or volcanic soil.
2. A minimum separation of 10 feet (3.0 meters) between the
lagoon bottom and any bedrock formation is recommended.
10.2. Small Facilities. The executive secretary will review
and approve the construction of a lagoon for a design rate of flow
less than 25,000 gallons per day (95 cubic meters per day) only if:
A. there are no other alternatives for wastewater treatment
and disposal available to the applicant;
B. there is no other appropriate technology for wastewater
treatment and disposal except lagoon; and
C. the applicant has resources to satisfactorily operate and
maintain the lagoon.
10.3.
Basis of Design.
Design variables such as lagoon
depth, number of units, detention time, and additional treatment
units must be based on effluent standards for BOD5, total suspended
solids (TSS), fecal coliforms, dissolved oxygen (DO), and pH.
A. Design for Discharging and Total Containment Lagoons
1. The design shall be based on BOp loading ranging from 15
to 3 5 pounds per acre per day (16.8-39.2 kilograms per hectare per
day) .
2. The design for total containment lagoons shall be based on
conservative estimates of precipitation, evaporation, seepage or
percolation and inflow relevant to the site.
A mass diagram
showing each of the foregoing factors on a month-by-month basis,
shall be prepared and submitted with the design and plans for
review.
B. Design Depth. The minimum operating depth should be such
that growth of aquatic plants is suppressed to prevent damage to
the dikes, bottom, control structures, aeration equipment and other
appurtenances.
1. Discharging or Total Containment Lagoons. The maximum
water depth shall be 6 feet (1.8 meters) in primary cells. Greater
depth in subsequent cells may be deeper than 6 feet provided that
supplemental aeration or mixing is incorporated in the design.
Minimum operating depth shall be three feet.
2. Aerated Lagoons. The design water depth should range from
10 to 15 feet (three to 4.5 meters). The type of the aeration
equipment, waste strength and climatic conditions affect the
selection of the design water depth.
3. Sludge Accumulation. The minimum depth of 18 inches (45
centimeters) for sludge accumulation shall be provided in primary
cells of facultative lagoons.
C. Freeboard. The minimum freeboard shall be three (3) feet
(1.0 meter) . For small systems - less than 50,000 gallons per day
(190 cubic meters per day), the minimum freeboard can be reduced to
two (2) feet (0.6 meter).
D. Slope
1. Maximum Dike Slope. The inner and outer dike slopes shall

not be steeper than 3 horizontal to 1 vertical (3:1).
2. Minimum Dike Slope. Inner dike slope shall not be flatter
than 4 horizontal to 1 vertical (4:1).
A flatter slope can be
specified for larger installations because of wave action, but have
the disadvantages of added shallow areas, that are conducive to
emergent vegetation.
E. Seepage
1. The bottom of lagoons treating domestic sewage shall be no
less than 12-inch (30 centimeters) in thickness, constructed in two
six-inch (15 centimeters) lifts. The selection of the type of
seals using soils, bentonite, or synthetic liners for the lagoon
bottom shall be based on the design hydraulic conductivity,
durability, and integrity of the proposed material.
2. Hydraulic conductivity of the lagoonlbottom as constructed
or installed, shall be such that it meets the requirements of
ground water discharge permit issued under R317-6, (Ground Water
Quality Protection rules). It shall not exceed 1.0 x 10
~6
centimeters per second.
3. The seepage loss may vary with the thickness of the bottom
seal and hydraulic head thereon.
Detailed calculations on the
determination of seepage loss shall be submitted with the design.
It shall not exceed 6,500 gallons per acre per day (60.8 cubic
meters per hectare per day).
4. Results of field and laboratory hydraulic conductivity
tests, including a correlation between them, shall meet the design
and ground water discharge permitting requirements, before the use
of lagoon can be authorized.
5. Hydraulic conductivity for the lagoon where industrial
waste is a significant component of sewage, shall be based on
ground water protection criteria contained in R317-6 (Ground Water
Quality Protection rules).
F. Detention time
1. Discharging Lagoons. Detention tim^ in the lagoon shall
be the greater, and exclusive of the capacity provided for sludge
build-up, of:
a. 12 0 days based on winter flow and the maximum operating
depth of the entire system; or
b.
60 days based on summer flow and peak monthly
infiltration/inflow.
c. The detention time shall not be less than 150 days at the
mean operating depth for effluent discharge without chlorination.
In order to meet bacteriologic standards in such a case, at least
5 cells shall be provided. The detention time and organic loading
rate shall depend on climatic or stream conditions.
2. Aerated Lagoons
a. The detention time shall be the greater of:
(1) 3 0 days minimum; or
(2) the value determined using the following formula: E =
(1/(1 + (2.3 x Kx x t))) where: t = detention time, days; E =
fraction of B0D5 remaining in an aerated lagoon; K x = reaction
coefficient, aerated lagoon, base 10. For normal domestic sewage,
the Kx value may be assumed to be 0.12 day-1 at 20 degrees
Centigrade, and 0.06 day"1 at one degree Centigrade.

b. The reaction rate coefficient for domestic sewage which
includes some industrial wastes must be determined experimentally
for various conditions which might be encountered in the aerated
lagoons. The reaction rate coefficient based on temperature used
in the experimental data, shall be adjusted for the minimum sewage
temperature.
G. Aeration Requirements for Aerated Lagoons
1, The design parameters for the aerated lagoon should be
based on pilot testing or validated experimental data.
2, When pilot testing is not conducted, the design should be
based on two pounds of oxygen input per pound of BOD5 applied (two
kilograms of oxygen input per kilogram of BOD5 applied). However,
it may vary with the degree of treatment, and the concentration of
suspended solids to be maintained. A tapered mode of aeration is
permitted based on applied BOD 5 to each cell.
3,
Aeration equipment shall be capable of maintaining a
minimum dissolved oxygen level of 2 milligrams per liter in the
lagoon at all times such that their circles of influence meet.
a. Circle of Influence. It is that area in which return
velocity is greater than 0.15 feet per second as indicated by the
manufacturer's certified data. Table R317-3-10.3(G) (3) (a) may be
used when the manufacturer's certified data is not available.
b.
Freezing.
Suitable protection from weather shall be
provided for aerators and electrical controls.
H. Industrial Wastes. For industrial waste treatment using
lagoon, the design parameters shall be based on the type and
treatability of industrial wastes using biological processes. In
some cases it may be necessary to pretreat industrial waste or
combine with domestic sewage.
10.4. Lagoon Construction Details
A. Cell Shape. The shape of all cells should be such that
there are no narrow or elongated portions.
Round, square or
rectangular lagoons with a length not exceeding three times the
width are most desirable. No islands, peninsulas or coves are
permitted.
Dikes should be rounded at corners to minimize
accumulations
of
floating
materials.
Common-wall
dike
construction, wherever possible, is strongly encouraged.
B. Multiple Units
1. At a minimum, the lagoon system shall consist of three
cells of approximately equal capacity designed to facilitate both
series and parallel operations.
2. The executive secretary may approve less than three cells
on the basis of review of factors such as, the rate of flow, the
need, treatment reliability, etc.
3. All systems shall be designed with piping:
a.
to permit isolation of any cell without affecting the
transfer and discharge capabilities of the total system, and
b, to split the influent waste load to a minimum of two cells
or all primary cells in the system.
C. Embankments and Dikes
1.
Material.
Dikes shall be constructed of relatively
impervious material and compacted to no less than 90 percent
Standard Proctor Density at 3 percent above the optimum moisture

density to form a stable structure. The area where the embankment
is to be placed shall be from vegetation and unstable organic
material.
2. Top Width. The minimum dike width shall be 8 feet (2.4
meters) and shall permit access by maintenance vehicles.
D. Lagoon Bottom
1. Soil. Soil used in constructing the lagoon bottom (not
including seal) and dike cores shall be incompressible and tight
and compacted at a moisture content of 3 percent above the optimum
water content to at least 90 percent Standard Proctor Density.
2.
Uniformity.
The lagoon bottom should be as level as
possible at all points. Finished elevations shall not be more than
three (3) inches (7.5 centimeters) from the average elevation of
the bottom.
3. Prefilling. The lagoon should be prefilled to a level
which protects the liner, prevents weed growth, reduces odor, and
maintains moisture content of the seal. However, the dikes must be
completely prepared before the introduction of any water.
E.
Construction Quality Control and Assurance.
A
construction quality control and assurance plan showing frequency
and type of testing for materials used in construction shall be
submitted with the design for review and approval. Results of such
testing, gradation, compaction, field permeability, etc., shall be
submitted to the executive secretary.
F. Erosion Control
1. The site shall be protected from erosion. The design of
control measures shall be based on factors, such as lagoon location
and size, seal material, topography, prevailing winds, cost
breakdown, application procedures, etc.
2.
For aerated lagoons, the slopes and bottom shall be
protected from erosion resulting from turbulence.
3. Exterior face of the dike slope shall be protected from
erosion due to severe flooding of a water course.
4. Seeding. The outside surface of dikes shall have a cover
layer of at least 4 inches (10 centimeters), of fertile topsoil to
promote establishment of an adequate vegetative cover wherever
riprap is not utilized. Prior to prefilling, adequate vegetation
shall be established on dikes from the outside toe to 2 feet (0.6
meter) above the lagoon bottom on the interior as measured on the
slope. Perennial-type, low-growing, native, spreading grasses that
minimize erosion and can be mowed are most satisfactory for seeding
on dikes. Alfalfa and other deep-rooted crops must not be used for
seeding since the roots of this type are apt to impair the water
holding efficiency of the dikes.
5. Riprap or equivalent material shall be placed from 1 foot
(0.3 meter) above the high water mark to two feet (0.6 meter) below
the low water mark (measured on the vertical) for protection from
severe wave action.
a. Riprap. The interior face of dikes must be protected from
erosion by riprap or other equivalent method^ of erosion control.
(1) Riprap layer shall be of durable, angular, sound and
hard, field or quarry stones, and shall be frqe from seams, cracks
and structural defects.

(2) The thickness of riprap layer shall be at least 8 inches
(20 centimeters).
(3) Stones to be used in the riprap layer shall meet the
following requirements:
(a) A minimum of 50 percent of stones by weight, shall be of
sizes between two-thirds and one and one-half of the layer
thickness;
(b) No more than ten percent of stones by weight, shall be of
a size less than one-tenth of the layer thickness;
(c) The specific weight of stones must range between 2.5 and
2 .82;
(d)
Durability shall be tested in accordance with ASTM
Standard C-53 5, as amended, and stones wearing in excess of 40
percent shall not be used.
(e) Stones shall be graded and manipulated in size so as to
produce a regular surface of dense and stable mass.
A stable
foundation for the placed riprap shall be provided at the toe of
the dike.
10.5. Influent Piping
A. Influent and Effluent Structures
1. All influent and effluent structures shall be located to
minimize short-circuiting within lagoons, and to avoid blocking of
lagoon circulation. Such structures must have protection against
freezing or ice damage under winter conditions.
2.
Inlets to the primary cells shall meet the following
criteria:
a. Surcharging of upstream sewer from the inlet manhole is
not permitted.
b. Multiple influent discharge points for primary cells of 20
acres (8 hectares) or larger should be provided to enhance the
distribution of waste load in the cell.
c. Discharge shall be in the center of a round or a square
cell, or at the third point farthest from the outlet structure in
a rectangular cell, or at least 100 feet (30 meters) from the toe
of the dike.
d.
All aerated cells shall have an influent line which
distributes the load within the mixing zone of the aeration
equipment.
Multiple inlets may be considered for a diffused
aeration system.
e.
Force mains shall be valved at the lagoon, and may
terminate in a vertically or horizontally discharging section. The
discharge end of the vertical pipe must be located no more than one
foot above the lagoon bottom. Flow velocities in the discharge
section entering the lagoon must not be in excess of two feet per
second.
B. Influent Discharge Apron
1.
The influent line shall discharge horizontally into a
shallow, saucer-shaped, depression extending below the lagoon
bottom not more than the diameter of the influent pipe plus 1 foot.
2. The end of the discharge line shall rest on a suitable
concrete apron large enough to prevent the terminal influent
velocity at the end of the apron from causing soil erosion. A 2foot (0.6 meter) square apron shall be provided at the minimum.

C. Flow Measurement. Influent flow to the lagoon shall be
continuously indicated and recorded.
Flow measurement and
recording equipment shall be weatherproof.
D. Level Gauges. Level gauges with clear markings shall be
provided in:
1. each cell to measure and manually tecord the depth; and
2 . the primary flow measurement device structure to indicate
the depth or the rate of flow.
E. Manhole
1. A manhole or vented cleanout wye shall be installed prior
to entrance of the influent line into the primary cell and shall be
located close to the dike as topography permits. Its invert shall
be at least 6 inches (15 centimeters) above the maximum operating
level of the lagoon and provide sufficient hydraulic head without
surcharging the manhole.
2.
A manhole is required for small systems to house flow
measurement device. For larger systems, flow measurement device
and related instrumentation must be housed in a headworks type
structure.
F. Flow Distribution. Flow distribution structures shall be
designed to effectively split hydraulic and prganic loads equally
to primary cells.
G. Material. The material for influent line to the lagoon
should meet the requirements of material flor underground sewer
construction described in this rule. Unlined corrugated metal pipe
is not permitted due to corrosion problems. The material selection
shall be based on factors such as, wastewater characteristics,
heavy external loadings, abrasion, soft foundations, etc.
10.6. Control Structures and Interconnecting Piping
A. Structure
1. As a minimum, control structures shall:
a. be accessible for maintenance and adjustment of controls;
b.
be adequately ventilated for safety and to minimize
corrosion;
c. be locked to discourage vandalism;
d.
contain controls to permit water I level and flow rate
control, and complete shutoff;
e.
be constructed of non-corrodible materials (metal-onmetal) ; and
f. be located to minimize short-circuiting within the cell
and avoid freezing and ice damage.
2. Recommended devices to regulate watjer level are valves,
slide tubes or dual slide gates. Regulators bhould be designed so
that they can be preset to stop flows at any lagoon elevation.
B.
Piping.
All piping shall be of cast iron or other
material for installation of underground piping. The piping shall
be located along the bottom of the lagoon with the top of the pipe
just below average elevation of the lagoon bottom. Pipes should be
anchored and protected from erosion.
10.7. Effluent Discharge Piping
A. Submerged Takeoffs. For lagoons designed for shallow or
variable depth operations, submerged takeoffs are required.
Intakes shall be located a minimum of 10 feet (3.0 meters) from the
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toe of the dike and 2 feet (0.6 meter) from the seal, and shall
employ vertical withdrawal.
B.
Multi-level Takeoffs.
For lagoons that are designed
deeper than 10 feet (3 meters), enough to permit stratification of
lagoon content, multiple takeoffs are required. There shall be a
minimum of three withdrawal pipes at different elevations.
Adequate structural support for takeoffs shall be provided.
C.
Emergency Overflow.
An emergency overflow should be
provided to prevent overtopping of dikes. The hydraulic capacity
for continuous discharge structures and piping shall allow for a
minimum of 250 percent of the design flow of the system.
The
hydraulic capacity for controlled-discharge systems shall permit
transfer of water at a minimum rate of six (6) inches (15
centimeters) of lagoon water depth per day at the available head.
10.8. Miscellaneous
A. Fencing. The lagoon area shall be enclosed with not less
than 6 feet high chain link fence to prevent entering of livestock
and to discourage trespassing. Fencing must not obstruct vehicle
traffic on top of the dikes. A vehicle access gate of sufficient
width to accommodate all maintenance equipment shall be provided.
All access gates shall be provided with locks.
B. Access. An all-weather access road shall be provided to
the lagoon site to allow year-round maintenance of the facility.
C. Warning Signs. Permanent signs shall be provided along
the fence around the lagoon to designate the nature of the facility
and advise against trespassing.
At least one sign shall be
provided on each side of the site and one for every 500 feet (150
meters) of its perimeter.
D. Service Building A service building for laboratory and
maintenance equipment should be considered.
10.9. Industrial Waste Lagoons. The executive secretary will
review the design of lagoons for treatment of industrial wastes on
the basis of
such
factors as
treatability,
operability,
reliability, ground water protection levels, water quality
objectives, etc.
R317-3-11. Land Application of Wastewater Effluents,
11.1. Effluent Criteria. Land application of effluents is
permitted following treatment if standards are met as defined in
R317-1, Definitions and General Requirements. The proposal for
land application must include detailed site information, effluent
characteristics, meteorological data, type of crop to be grown,
ground water data, and a site management plan and practices.
11.2. Site Operation and Management
A. Piping System
1.
All distribution pipes and sprinklers must have the
capability to be completely drained.
2.
Main distribution headers must have flow measurement
devices and pressure gages.
All land applied flow must be
totalized.
B.
Warning Signs.
Signs warning of the nature of the
facility shall be provided at the boundaries of the site.
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Soil Subsidence about 5' Diameter - Right of Outlet Pipe
Alligator Cracking in Lake Bottom

Lake 6
This lake is 3.76 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 37.40 ac-ft (12.2 million
gallons). Water flows by gravity into Lake 6 from two directions. The primary water flow
direction is from Lake 7. Additionally water can flow into this lake from Lake 8. There is one
outlet in Lake 6, whereby water flows by gravity into Lake 5. There is a 10' water depth
possible between empty and overflow.
Lake 6 is similar to Lake 5 in that water would only be stored for a relatively short duration,
and is therefore considered a low priority lake. 2002 was the first year that any water was
stored in Lake 6. However, this lake started to receive water late in the filling cycle and was
never filled to more than about T total depth.
Once the effort to fill Lake 6 was abandoned for the season, the lake was isolated and the
water level was monitored. The water level dropped from T to 2' in 2 weeks. Detailed water
level measurements were not possible. However, based on the observed water losses, it is
estimated that the water loss when full is about 6" per day. This equates to 600,000 gallons
of excess water loss per day (1.85 ac-ft). Once the water level dropped to two feet total
depth the seepage rate dropped off radically and water remained in the lake for 4 more
months.
Tooele City
Project Number FA 501033004
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Once the lake was drained, the liner was visually inspected. Erosion in the side slopes is
evident, especially in areas where drain lines exist from the golf course. (See lake photos
6-1, 6-2 and 6-3)
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Photo 6-1

Lake 6

•
•

Major erosion damage from golf course drain.
Lesser erosion in lower left hand corner of photo.

•

Major erosion damage from golf course drain.

Lake 6
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Lake 6

Photo 6-3
•

Side slope erosion about 8" deep into liner.

Lake 7
This lake is 5.31 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 50.19 ac-ft (16.4 million
gallons). Water flows by gravity into Lake 7 from Lake 10. Water flows by gravity into Lake
6. There is a 10' water depth possible between empty and overflow.
Lake 7 is similar to Lake 6 in that water would only be stored for a relatively short duration
and is therefore considered as a low priority lake. 2002 was the first year that any water was
stored in Lake 7. Detailed water level measurements were not possible. However,
excessive water loss was observed in Lake 7 when the lake was filled. Daily water losses in
excess of 6" were estimated based on story pole readings. This equates to 847,000 gallons
of excess water loss per day (2.6 ac-ft).
A visual inspection of the liner was conducted once the lake was drained. Extensive
damage to the liner was observed in the area of the outlet pipe and overflow structure.
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Lake 7

Photo 7-1
•

Outlet pipe and transfer structure located at northeast corner of the lake.

r >mmf^ Photo 7-2

Lake 7
•

Tooele City
Project Number FA 501033004

Hole in liner caused by washout extended to outlet
pipe (about 5' deep). Shovel work was accomplished
prior to taking this photo.
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Lake 7

Photo 7-3
Hole in liner above outlet pipe extends down and around pipe
(about 3'). Hole caused by washout of liner
Hole in liner adjacent to concrete support block, resulting from
washout Hole extends under block
When lake still held about 6" of water, considerable water was
running into hole (about 10 gallons per minute)
Crack in liner just right of pipe extends at least 12" into liner/soil
Washout was beginning in this area
Alligator cracking in liner bottom.
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Lake 7
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Photo 7-4
Washout hole adjacent to concrete support block
Alligator cracking of the dried out liner
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Lake 7

Photo 7-5
Subsidence cracking around transfer structure

Lake 8 and Lake 9
Lake 8 is 1.92 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 17.85 ac-ft (5 82 million
gallons). Lake 9 is 3.13 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 28 11 ac-ft (9 16
million gallons). Lakes 8 and 9 are interconnected by a gravity pipeline, which forces the two
lakes, to operate in unison. Their total capacity is 45.96 ac-ft (14.98 million gallons). There
is a 10' water depth possible between empty and overflow. Water flows by gravity into Lake
8 from Lake 11. Water flows by gravity from Lake 8 into Lake 6.
Lakes 8 and 9 are unique in that the two lakes are hydrauhcally tied together and may be
totally isolated from any storage lake flow stream. Operationally, these lakes could be filled
absolutely last and be emptied first and are therefore considered as low priority lakes. As of
the time of this report, there has never been any water stored in these lakes.
Minor erosion is evident in the side slopes and the lake bottoms have experienced severe
alligator cracking.
Lake 10
Lake 10 is 3.77 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 31.96 ac-ft (10.41 million
gallons. There is a 10' water depth possible between empty and overflow. Water flows by
gravity into Lake 10 from Lake 11. Water flows by gravity from Lake 10 into Lake 7. Lake
10 is considered to be a moderately important lake since water is held in storage for about 4
months during normal intended operation.
Tooele City
Project Number FA 501033004
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Lake 10 was filled for water loss testing. However, when full, the water loss was measured
to be excessive with an average water loss of 5.72" per day. This loss rate equates to 572,
000 gallons of excess water loss per day (1.75 ac-ft per day). Lake 10 was only filled for 5
days when the decision was made to drain the lake and check for visual damage.
Visual inspection of the liner revealed significant damage to the liner in the vicinity of the
outlet pipe and transfer structure. Washouts through the lake liner were observed where the
side slope intersects with the lake bottom. Additionally, evidence of subsidence cracking
around the area of the transfer structure and outlet pipe were noted

Lake 10

Photo 1 0 - 1
•

Outlet pipe and transfer structure Located in the northwest corner of the take
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Lake 10
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Washout in liner.
Note sunglasses for scale.
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Lake 10

Photo 1 0 - 3
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Washout through liner lower left corner of photo This washout is at least 5 deep
Washout through liner upper right corner of photo Evidence that washouts start as a crack
through the finer
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Photo indicates subsidence cracking around perimeter of the
transfer structure

Lake 11
Lake 11 is 2.20 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 18.96 ac-ft (6.17
million gallons. There is a 10' water depth possible between empty and overflow. Water
flows by gravity into Lake 11 from Lake 12. Water flows by gravity from Lake 11 into either
Lake 10 or Lake 8. Lake 11 is considered to be a moderately important lake since water is
held in storage for about 4 months during normal intended operation.
Lake 11 was filled for water loss testing. However, when the lake was within 8" of full, the
water loss was so extreme, that the lake level would not increase any further with the
available water inflow. Water flow into Lake 11 was ceased for a couple days and the water
level was measured. The water level dropped 5.91 inches per day This loss rate equates to
345,560 gallons of excess water loss per day (1.06 ac-ft per day). After measuring the lake
level for two days, Lake 11 was drained. A visual inspection was made on the liner. No
holes were found through the liner. However, some major erosion cuts were observed on
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the side slopes. The largest cuts found, reached from the top of the side slope to the lake
bottom. The cuts were roughly 1' wide and 2' deep. There is a storm drain line, which runs
into this lake. The potential exists for this line to be a source for leakage.

Lake 11

Photon -1
•
•

Tooele City
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Erosion cracking in side slope on south side of the lake.
The concrete box in the background is a storm drain inlet box.
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Lake 11

Photo 11 - 2
Erosion in the side slope
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Lake 12
Lake 12 is 4.36 acres in surface area with a storage capacity of 42.63 ac-ft (13.89
million gallons). There is a 10' water depth possible between empty and overflow. Water
flows by gravity into Lake 12 from Lake 13. Water flows by gravity from Lake 12 into Lake
11. Lake 12 is considered to be a moderately important lake since water is typically held in
storage for 4 to 5 months during normal intended operation.
Seepage testing for Lake 12 revealed a water loss rate of 0.66" per day. This equates to an
excess water loss of 63,300 gallons per day (0.19 ac-ft per day). It was observed, but not
quantified, that once the lake level dropped about 4' from the overflow elevation, the
seepage rate slow significantly.
Under normal operational strategy it would be intended that Lake 12 would hold water for 4
to 5 months each year. Lake 12 is there considered to be moderately important. During
2002, water has held in this Lake 12 through the entire year. By the end of the irrigation
season, Lake 12 was still about half full. A visual inspection of the entire lake has not been
conducted to date. However, the upper half of the side slopes were inspected. Minor
erosion in the side slope was observed. However, it does not appear that the liner integrity
has been breached.
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